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_.. _ ABSTRACT
" ['iiI
,.. _. The overall objective of this program was to measur_ electrochemical i_
;.._- :. parameters of selected redox couples that might be potentially promising '
_" : " for applieation in bulk energy storage systems. This was carried out in _
._._ ,. two phases: a broad investigation of the basic characteristics and :._
! _ behavior of various redox couples followed by a more limited investigation of :
_.:. _ their electrochemical performance in a redox flow reactor configuration° i,i
Z,- _ The primal/ objective of the first phase of the program was to evaluate
i,_ i: eight redox couples under a variety of conditions in terms of their exchange
;_ current densities as measured by the rotating disk electrode procedure.
i'I The redox couples investigated in this first phase were: pe+a/Fe +s, Ti+S/Ti IV, ::
, . +1 +2 and
....: Cr+Z/Cr+s, Sn+_/Sn+_, Br-/Br_, Sb s,Cu(NH3)2 /Cu(NH3)4 , .:.
:: i _ CrCCN)_/CrCCN)_S, Ideally, the couples were to be tested on gold and '
dt4
"'_. _ graphite electrodes at and 120°F, reduced to oxidized ratios of I:I0, I:I ._
....: and I0:I and total concentrations of IM, 3M and 6M. In actual testing, :_
_ ...... solubility and corrosion effects frequently limited the range of conditions
,.'_ _.i The results frem Phase I showed the more promising couples to be: i"_.._
=if :i Fe +', Br'/Br_, Ti+S/TiIv, Cr+'/Cr+' and Cu(NH3)_I/Cu(NH3)_'. The Fe+Z/Fe+'
...- ' and Br'/Br_, couples were chosen as positive electrodes for their high exchange ,g
-.._:'i current densities and reasonable solubility limits; Br'/Br] also has a very
i _ high OCV for operation as a positive electrode. The Cr+_/Cr +s and
If'''_ Cu(NH3)_I/Cu(NH3);, couples were chosen for study, as negative electrodes, due _
'_._;.-. to their reasonably high exchange current densities. (The titanium couple,
_-.. _._. ',:
o' '_;"_'_ although better than the chromium couple, was not chosen due to previous '
_,-..._: extensive study at N_qA-Lewis.) :_._
_; : _ I The second phase of the program involved the testing of these four couples
_) :i';', ! in a redox reactor under flow conditions with a variety of electrode materials _i
.......,-o':,... .:-:",,.,' .." '0 00000001-TSAO
..' ¶
: ! i
and structures. The best performance with the negative electrode
! ! couples was obtained with the Cu(NH3) _1/Cu(NH3) _2 couple _ particularly
using a gold screen electrode in a frontal structure (i.e. electrode
placed against the ion exchange membrane with electrol_e flowing on the I
back). The best per£ormance wit_ the positive electrode couples was
obtained with the Br'/Br_ couple, particularly with a porous carbon
electrode in a recessed structure. The Fe hX°couple using a
L_aphite woven cloth electrode (as has been studied by NASA-Lewis) also
showed very good performance.
!
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""' r. TASK ! - FIRST STAGE OF SCREENING OF REDOX COUPLES
" ' A. INTRODUCTION '_!
.... The first phase of this program Involved a broad investigation ),
' of th_ physlcal and electrochemical characteristics of eight redox couples ':i i
_ in order to compare their relative suitability for use in a redox fuel cell :,_
system. The eight couples chosen for study were the following: _,
• i .. Fe +S'Sn+2/Sn+_' Sb +S'Ti+S/TilV' Cu(NH3)_I/Cu(h_I3);_' ,i
_. ,,", Cr r CrCCN)_W/Cr(CN)._s, and Br'/Br_. The physica_ parameters that :_
-i,: L: were measured were the degree of solubility in the recommended supporting .,! '
, _,.._ electroly_e, the viscosity, and the conductivity. The solubility goals ..:_
• : ::.: were 1M, 3Mand 6M total ion concentration at the reduced-to-oxidized ratios ;'!
_F" t" of 1:10, 1:1 and 10:1. The exchange current densiti_-_or th_-_uples ::_
:-"";'J i'".
"" 'i:. on both gold and vitreous carbon electrodes at 27°C and 50°C were determined
:_.', using the rotating disk technique.
_p,, ' : i
":•':"i'_! B. SOLUBILITy, _VISCOSITY 'AND.CONDUCTIV.I.TY.p._TERMINAT!ONS ' ii. !
:"" :'., I. Experimental Procedures ..
: ". : a. Solubility "'_'
"_ _ The preparation o_ solutions turned out to be a very
,!,i/i difficult and tlme-consuming task. It appears that the reduced forms of _i
/"
,,, _ these redox couples tend to be less soluble than the oxidized forms and :_ , 4'
, .:, more prone to hydrolysis. It was also necessary to maintain an inert _:_
_!', ._:'i atmosphere over most o£ the solutions at all times, which added to the _,,_
/ )
'" :. complexity of the procedure. An additional variable was the supporting ._
)._! electrolyte concentration. For example, the acid levels anticipated in i'.
i the Statement of Work did not turn out to be universally applicable over
° 00000001-TSA09
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the whole range of concentr_tions and redox ratios for the couples
investigated. Therefore, it wss necessary to test various acid
concentrations to see which one was app]icable to the widest rango of
redox couple concentrations.
b. Viscosity
Viscosity measurements were made with Cannon. Fenske
type viscometers_ with openings modified as shown in Figure 1 to
accommodate solution transfer to and from the cell. Two units were used
wi_h the £ollowing ranges: 0.8-4 centistokes and 3-15 centistokes. The
measurements were made by drawing the appropriate quantity of solution
into the viscometer (under N2) and then placing it in the circulation
chamber of the Haake Temperature Controller. After _ 10 minutes of
equilibration, the tin_ of glow between the two calibrated marks on the
unit was measured.
c. Conductivity
Conductivities of the redox couple solutions were measured
by a four point method using the apparatus shown in Figure 2. This
apparat_ wnq inserted through the cell cover_ and the solution was drawn
up to the bulb (over the Pt disk at the top). A small constant current
was then passed between the UlCer electrod and the cel_ counter electrode
at the bottom og the jacketed vessel (see Figure 3). A voltage recording
device (either the strip chart recorder or oscilloscope) was connected
to the two small Pt probes_ and the voltage change was measured between
zero curren¢ glow and the co._stant current flow. The solution resistance
thus obtained was converted to specific conductance using a cell constant
determined with 1N HC1.
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2. Ro_ults
Summary of Solubiltt_
Red/Ox 1M 3M 4M 6M
.mm.mmmmm _ _
1/10 sol. sol. _ol. --
1/1 sol. sol. insol, insol.
I
10/1 sol. sol. insol. --
For Fe*2/Fe +s, 1N HC1 was used as the acid : ncentraticn for solution
preparation. With this couple it was found that 6M Fe+2/Fe +_ in any ratio
could not be dissolved. The highest concentration suitable for all redox
ratios was SM, with 4M soluble o_ly in the 1:10 redox ratio_ 4M 1:1
composition was attempted twice and after prolonged heating and s_irring a
4M solution was obtained. However, analysis of both of the solutions showed
a ratio of 1.4M Fe+2/2.6M Fe +s, indicating that the apparent solubility was a
result of the Fe +2 being oxidized to the Fe +s during the extended dissolution
process (several days). The solutions prepared successfully along with their
viscosities and conductivities, measured at 27°C and 50°C, are shown in
Table I and graphed in Figure 4.
b. Sn+2/Sn +_ (3.SN HC1)
?
Summary of Solubility ,_
Red/Ox 1..._M 3_.._M 5M 6M
1/10 sol. sol. sol. insol.
1/1 sol. sol. sol. insol.
10/1 sol. sol. sol. insol.
: Attempts to dissolve the Sn+2/Sn +_ couple in 1N HC1 were unsuccessful.
i_ *All the redox ratios in this report are the ratio of the reduced to the
_i oxidized species.
'" _6-
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_i:,, TABLE I. . SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE-_ISCOSITY FOR
'{T - --
;_ ,.,_ FERROUS/FERRIC SOLUTIONS AT 27°C,ANO $0°C,-
. :: Parameter Reduced/Oxidlzed Ratio at
,_:, Temperature Heasured- IH Fe+2/Fe+s (in IN HC1)
• (ohm-cm"1) 0.091M Fe+_ 0.5H Fe+_ 0.909H Fe+2
• °C (centistokes) 0.909M Fe+s 0.SM Fe+s 0,091H Fe+s
',_ sp. cond, 0,262 0. 291 0.314
_'.: '_ 27°
' _ viscosity 1.50 1.34 1.20
:.,, :'_'i
L
:_, _,i sp.cond. 0.547 0.393 0.407
_': !_i 50°
_!;7 i!!_ viscosity I.02 0.94 0.84
_: Reduced/Oxidl zed Ratio at ,_
:" _i SH Fe+2/Fe +s (in 1N H¢1) i_
... _i 0.27H Fe+2 1.5H Fe+2 2.72M Fe+s i!
i 2.72H Fe+s 1.5H Fe+s 0.27H. Fe+s [::"
-!!i:?_'::_ 270 sp.cond.... O.I01 0.138 0.176 i;_:"-'_: vis sity 4 21 2 95 2 51
sp. eond. 0,154 0.198 0. 256
4 _
i :S
i- i"....,_ Reduced/Oxidized Ratio at _!
i_ 4H Fe+_/Fe +s (in IN HCI)
:_:, _. 0.33H Fe+_ 1.4H. Fe+2 $.6H Fe+_
_ 3.6H Fe+s 2.6M Fe+s 0.36M Fe+s :
' _ sp'. cond, O. 070 O.090 (11 .. (2) !_"
_,.. _,iI 27° '_
i,i
! _{ • sp. cond. O. 120 O. 135 --
viscosity 2.71 2.78 -- _i
il.... !
I) This composition was soluble, but analysis Indicates incorrect ratio. ,!
A second attemvt at this preparation gave similar results. _
ii_ 2) Composition insoluble at this level of ferrous ion.
-7-
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FIGURE 4. Specific Conductance and Viscosity for Fe+2/Fe _s (IN HCI).
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'!_ Even low Sn concentratioll solutions became very cloudy and colloidal upon
r_ s_anding. Therefore, higher acid concentrations were investigated. 2N HC1
,_: also .was not suitable, but with _.SN HC1 we were able. to dissolve over SM
illi Sn+2/Sn ´°we chose to stay at $.5N HCI and use 5M.Sn+2/Sn +_ as
: _i the upper limit of solution concent=ation. The solutions that were prepared
" ' if" were lj 5 and SM Sn+2/Sn +_ at 1-10, 1:1 and,,lO:l redox ratios. Soluble.
coml!ositions and values measured for viscosity and. conductivity• at 27°C and
_I 50°C are shown in Table II .and Figure 5.
C. Sbl Sb ÄHCZ)
Story ol Solubillty
IM SM 6M
1/10 sol. sol. insol.
1/1 sol. sol. sol..
10/1 insol, insol, insol.
HC1 was specified in tho-Work Plan as the supporting electrolyte for
the Sb+S/Sb ¬so initial a£teml_tS with solution preparation were done
with this concentration. The 6M Sb+S/Sb +s (1•:1) solution was soluble, so it
was assumed that all other compositions could be prepared. However, it was
£ound that, upon standing, the 10:1 redox couple composition precipitated.
Lack o_ time prevented investigating a higher acid concentration. Therefore,
the give soluble compositions were prepared and tested. The give s_lu_ions
prepared along_with the viscosity and conductivity for each solution at 27°C
and 50°C are shown in Table III and Figure 6.
-9-
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_ASLSZZ. SpZeZ_ZCCO_UCTANCS_ VZSCOSZ_FOR .
s_ous/s_.zc soLv_zo.s A_ 27% __' i
Pa_ameteX " Reduoed/Oxidize_ Ratio at
;, Temperature M'easu_ed IM Sn+t/Sn+4(in 3.5 N HCl) •
•---7. _.:, (ohm-c_"I) 0.091M Bn + 2 0_5M Sn +2 0_909M Sn + 2 i
• 0 C
:') : (oentlstokes) 0.909M Sn +4 0.SM Sn +4 0.09114 Sn .+4 "},
"i.i
i i_ sp. cond. 0.590 0.717 0.85227 °
" : i' visOOSo 1.26 i.I0 1.06
. J
--:- "_ sp. cond. 0.786 0.830 0.985
_; 50° " ':I:: i: vlscos. 0.83 0.78 0.7 2
i; Reduced/Oxidized Ratio at
• 1
','. 3M Sn+R/Sn+4(i. 3.5 N HCl) i!
- ii o.27,s,,   1.5,s, ¬œsn  _
' ' I!
'_: 2.7M Sn+4 I.5M Sn+4 0.27M Sn+4 _ ::
:', i_' __o ,,p._._ o.265 o._9 o.616 _ i
: _l .......... visaos. 2.52" 1.69 1.. 24 il
i'-i
...." _ sp. cond. 0.378 0.515 0.71.5 ! i' 500 vlscos. 1 42 1 04 87 !
,. Reduced/OxldiZed Ratio at :
'_: 5M Sn+e/Sn+4l:Ln 3.5 N HCl)
0_454M Sn +e 2#5M Sn +_ 4_54M Sn +2
:.. ': 4.54){ Sn +4 2.5M Sn +4 0.454M Sn +4 _ ,:!
sp. cona. 0.063 0.176 0;378
,/
: 270 viscos. .................9.81 3.95 t.85 ,;
.' . it
., ,. ,,p. co_:11. 0._05 0.249 0.481 '
" 500 vtscos. 4.43 2.19 1.23
_ Ii
iJ :
,!
"_' " I*
"5 .... 10- :_
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FIGURE 5-Specific Conductance and Viscosity for Sn+Z/Sn +_ (3.5N HCI)
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'' TABLE III. SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCEAND VISCOSITY FOR
:, ANTIHONY+S/ANTD4ONY+s SOLUTIONA_--_O-G AND50°C
_i "_ -- ii i i,, | |
•, " Parameter Reduced/Oxidized Ratio at
, _ Temperature -Measured_ IN Sb+S/$b _s (in 5N, HCI_
(ohm-cm"1) 0.091H Sb.+s 0.5H Sb ŒSb+s
"_:: °C (centistokes) 0.909H Sb+s 0.5H Sb+'s 0.091M Sb+s "
!! sp. cond. 0.674 O. 750 0. 779 (1)
. _,,,j 27°
•_ viscosity 1.55 I.28 I.14
: :' sp. cond. 0.889 0.937 0.980(1}
-. l_t soo
_ _i viscosity 1.01.3 1.09 0.79
:- _ Reduced/Oxidized Ratio at
_i 3M Sb+S/Sb*s (in 3N HC1)
i! 0.27t_Sb+s 1.5H Sb+S 2.7H Sb+s
'_ 2.7H Sb+s I.SH Sb ŒSb+_
I'ii sp. tend. O. 334 0.440 .. (2)
li I_ viscesity 2.45 • 2.50 --
i sp. cond. 0.473 0.598 '_
• ii s0o
"i", viscosity 1.48 1.31 -- ;
q
: _I; Reduced/Oxidiced Ratlo at
_:_ 6MSb+S/Sb+S(in.3NHCD ii
' !i
" [ii 0.545_ $b *s 5.OH Sb ˜,Sb+s !_
'_ 5.45H Sb+s 3.0_! Sb+s 0.545M Sb+s :_/"
!i;
', " sp. cond. ..(3) 0.092 ._(4) i_
270 i'!
; viscosity ..... 4.53 --
_"
•" _l sp. cond. -- 0.138 -- ::',
• _{ viscosity -- 2.35 -- i!
_I 1) Thls composition was soluble inltlally but precivitated a_ter !:ii
;" _! standing a few days. A repeat preparation yielded the same results. _
2) This composition precipitated.
3) Not soluble.
4) Not prepared.
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•:"i d. TI [  (6MHC1)
Summary of Solubility
':.:, : Red/Ox IM 3M 6M
i/I0 sol. sol. insol.
: I/I sol. sol. insol.
-I 10/1 sol. sol. insol.
I Ti+_/Ti *_ •solutions of IM and 5M Ti concentrations with redox ratios •
of 1:10, 1_ 1 and 10:1 were prepared in 6N HCI, the acid concentration
specified._n the Work Plan. The 6M composition was found to be insoluble
(< 4M max.). The solution concentrations prepared along with-measured
viscosities and conductivities at 27oc and 50°C are shown in Table IV
ariA-Figure 7.
e.--Cu(NH3)_3);2. _IM NaC1 + O.OlM NaOH)
Statuaryo_ Solubilit_
Red/Ox I__._M 3M
1/10 sol. sol.
1/1 sol. sol.
5/1 sol. insol.
10/1 insol, insol.
In the preparation of solutions of the Cu(NH3)_I/Cu(NHs);2 couple, ;i
the reduced form of the couple was found to have low solubility. Seidell (I) :_
indicates a very low sol_bi.lity for cuprous chl_ride alone in water, 0.01-0.14. I' ,_
In the presence of cupric chloride the solubility increases as shown below: i_
Solubility of ..... !i
-- e,,e_ CuCt/CuC12cuCI_inH20 at !9°CRed/ox(Sat'd) _ "
(roll)- i#
.16 1,0 1/6.25 !i
.41 1.93 1/4.8
• 64 3.23 1/5
!i• 8O 4.0 1/5.:, .88 4.9 1/5.5
-14- '_,
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':"_:r._ TABLE IV. SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE_ VISCOSITY FOR
" _! Ti+'/Ti TM SOLUTIONSAT 27Oc AND S0°C
• _._i_' Parameter ReducedlOxid_zed Ratio at
}!_i Temperature Measured IM Ti+S/Ti IV (In 6N HCI)
_! oC (ohm- cm"|) O.091M 0 .SM O. 909M
!i" (centistokes) _ _
i:l
ii
_ sp. ¢ond. O. 658 O. 598 O. 562
. • _i_i 27 °
• _i viscosity 1.67 1.913 1 83-
il sp. cond. 0. 860 0.727 0.708
::_:_:-: :" _ 500 viscosi ty I. 21 I. 26 I. 24
Reduced/Oxid_zecl Ratio at
:i:i 5M Ti+S/TiIV (in 6N HCf)
0.27M I.iM 2.7M
: :_ 2.7M 1.S--'M
sp. cond. O. 301 O. 272 O. 207
27o
viscosity 4.99 S.IS 5.28
_I sp. eond. O. 395 O. 356 O. 252
, il s0°
• !:il viscosity 3.1S 5.1S 5.29
!,
t'
t
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FIGURE 7. Specific Conductance and Viscosity for Tl+S/Ti IV
(6N HCl) Solutions. ,,_
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_! Complexing with mmonia improves the solubility to 1:1 at 3M total
_-_: ,r_ conceM:ration. This level of solubility of.-_e cuprous ionj 1.5 mol/_j
i'
would seem to favor the possibility of a I0:I ratio at a total concentra-
: i" tton of l, mol/£, but son_ dependence on cupric ion concentration
q
_ apparently is retained even for the complexed ions.
; In our preparatlonj NH40H (27% NH3) was used as the solvent. Also the
• i/
_:: me_hod of bubbling pure 1_13 gas over the Cu+ I/Cu+2 was employed to helpJ::
il
ii dissolutA_. However, concentrations higher than 3M Cu could not be
i:! obtained and the 10:1 (Red/Ox) in the 1M or 3M Cu could not be prepared.
X
il A second preparation of the 10:1 (Red/Ox) 1M and 5M compositions
,i was attempted in order to investigate the solubility further. After
:. _ _ke-up. with CuC1/CuC12 and l_40H P the solutions were heated and stirred
b
i continuously with l_I 3 gas bubbling through the solution for 30 minutes.i:
_: The compositions remained insoluble, however. A 5:1 composition at IM
_ total concentration was soluble_ and this was chosen as the upper limit
1'
_ for _urther investigation. It is to be noted that the reduced form of the
: _ complex has less NH3 than the oxid_.zedj so that the solubility problem of
i the 10:1 solutions is not due to a lack of NH3. We were able to prepare
2 /CuCNH3)4_ I and 3M Cu(NH3) +l +2 in the redox ratios of I:I0 and I:I and IM 5:1
The solutions prepared with their measured viscosities and conductivities
: !il at 27°C and f.S0°Ccr+2/Cr+sareshown(IMinHcl)TableV and Figure 8.
! Summar_ o_ Solubilit_
" i Red/Ox _M
0.08/0.91 sol.
,._, O. 33/0.5 sol.
i
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I TABLE V. SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE AND VISCOSITY FOR :_
I'i Cu____3);I/Cu(NH_z)_z SOLUTIONS AT 27°C AND S0°C ii
:i
i!- Parameter Red/Ox Ratio at IM Conc.Temperature Heasured (Sat td. NH4OH) i
!_ oC (ohm-cm"s) 0.O9I_4 0.5M 0.833H
._ (centistokes) _ _
I sp. cond. 0.124 0.096 0.53527°
viscosity I.23 I.12 1.51
:__: sp. cond. 0.226 0.131 0.867
.-_ 50o
viscosity O. 89 O. 78 0.97
Red/Ox Ratio at 3M Conc.
•.'-- (Sattd. NH4OH)
O.27M 1.5M
':': 2.7M 1.5---_
,#
sp. cond. 0.231 0.202
, 27°
.... viscosity I.44 1.66
sp. cond. 0.271 0.228
50°
viscosity 1.09 I.15 "_
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u _
!Ii_ _ _ _2 °
• • _
.N
_ 1 I I 1 I
_" Re ...... 1 5--_ 1-....... 1 1 Re
_'_: Ox lo i i lo I i !io i Io _ iox
,}_. _.._Dd._ __L Viseosi£y. S_. Cond. ,, Viscosity Ii
• 1M .... ! 3M '
Plguze 8. Specl fic Conductance and Viscosity fox Cu (NH3) I/Cu(NH3)4
!_" Solutions.
1
Attempts to dissolve CrC12 _n HC1 showed considerable difficulty.
Various brands of the compound wore purchased, but very low solubility
was obtained in all cases. A small sample of CrC12 (Fisher Scientific)
was obtained from NASA-Lewis for comparison with the materials we had
I
boon using. It was observed to be light gray in color In contrast to a
light green color for our materials and was found to be more soluble
than the material we obtained from Fisher or Ventron. Using the Fisher
material obtained from NASA-Lewis, we were able to prepare two % 1M Cr
solutions; 0.081M (out of O.09M Cr +2 added) and 0.33M Cr ¤ (outof O.SM 1
Cr +2 added). It seemed probable that part of the problem was the impurity
level of the chromous chloride salt, the impurities being something other
than CrC13, since there was an insoluble residue even after vigorous heating
and stirring.
The viscosities and conductivities at 27°C and 50°C for the two
solutions prepared are shown in Table VI and Figure 9.
g. Br'/Br_ (NaBr)
With regard to the Br'/Br_ couple, the solubility data
available in the literature was examined to determine _he feasible operating
concentration range. The maximum solubility of NaBr in H20 at 2S°C is
7.5M. (2) The solubility of bromine (Br2-partial pressure not stated) in
t
aqueous sodium bromide at 25oc (which limits the maximum charged state of _t
the couple) is as follows:
NaSr (aq.) Br_ (aq.)
0.9 moles/_ _'. 6F-_6T_s/_
1.56 1.10
2.00 1.55
3.10 3.41
3.48 4.01
4.0 5.2
-20-
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iTABLEVI. SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCEAND VISCOSITY FOR
Cr Cr ” SOLUTIONSAT 27Oc AND 50oc l
I,
Temperature Parameter Red/Ox Ratio at _ 1M (1M HCI_ :_
oC (ohm-cm"l) 0.081M 0.33M _+_!
•, (cent tstokes) O.909-'--'-_ O. 50----_
Sp. Cond. 0.226 0.178 !+:
27° ,:
Viscosity 1.83 1.56 ii
_ 50°
xi+,' Viscosity 1.21 1.09
,.
+
' i,:
L_
- "i_ _._+!'_i
,t
i
i i
. _ i
• :'_: -21- ii+i .'t' t
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(,_ The fOLtowing, solutions were prepared for our measurements:
.,. High Level Low Level
_,-I)
 i:i Br'/Br; Br'/B ;
'["_; !;!i" 6.3M/2MO.gM 01..9M/05M/O.2M4 :_,;_'i
The viscosities and. conductivities values are shown in Table VII and Figure I0. ;:_)
i We attempted to prepare a IM 1:1 composition of this couple i_ii
by dissolving chromous chloride in 6M NaCN. The chromous Qomplex appeared !"::
_
. to be almost compl_tely insoluble. Very little solubility data is available _!
for this couple. The Handbook og Chemistry(3) indicates a moderate _.
solubility for the chromic complex, _ 0.I moles K5 Cr(CN)6/100g H20.
T]_ _ Randles and Somerton(4) investigated this couple but only with '
" concentrat_on_ of IO'_M, and they give no indication of their method of
!!, preparation. Hume and Kolthoff(5) also investigated this couple again at '
_: about lO'SM. They first attempted to prepare the chromous complex by :i
_ _...i-!_ adding po.tsssium_yanide to.electrol.yticallyprepared chromous chlor.ide. .i_.,,_,':
li. i:_.,, They do not indicate the amount"of chromocyanlde obtalned, if any, but :!_':_;_i report the _ormation o_ a small amount of reddish brown precipitate .....,_ '
_L/" i _ Their preferred method was the electrolytic reduction of 0.01 or O,IM ;.;:,,. chromlcyanide on mercury. They were able to obtain up to 75_ reduction
... _! by this method (_ 0.075M chromocyanlde) before changing completely to
! 1
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...... ,,,,, ............ - ......
_ I I _ i ill i 'L J II I . II .
4
i
L I I '1 I I I I. I_ I I
' Temperature
O 27oc
0.5-- --S
_-4
!
4_
o4
0
Ot,I
ctl
•,_ 0----0---_U
l I 1 I I I I. !_ I I ! I
R. o.3 o.9 1.5o.3 o.9 1.s o _ 6.s o _ 6.3 _r_o-'_ 0.6 o.-"T 0.2 o.-T 0.4 _ g g 0.9 .g 2 0.9
Sp. Cond. Viscosity Sp. Cond, Viscosity
Total Br 2.1 2.1 9 9 g-atom/_
FIGURE'I0. Specific :onductance and Viscosity for Br'/Br_ Solutions.
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Based on this low solubility for the couple and the instability og the
chromocyanlde ionj 'we concluded that this couple probably was not suitable
for redox cell app._licatlon in,spite of the relatively high exchange current -
density reported (_ 24 mA/cm2 at lO'SM on Hg) and a very negative potential
(:,_ - 1.OVa).(6)
-26-
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'!_ C, EXCHanGE CURRENT DENSITY _ASUREI_N'rS
1. _heoretlcal BackBround
,I
The exchange current o£ a redox couple can be obtained under ideal
i
_I conditions by extrapolating the linear portion of log i vs. polatization4 ,
1 plots (Ta£el plots) and determining the current at which the so extrapolated
_, anodlc and cathodic plots intercept, if both Ta£el plots are used; or by
}:_:'i determining the extrapolated current at the thermodynamic open circuit
i:_ilil potential, i£ only one o£ these Tafel plots is used.
"i In practice the length Of the linear portion of the Taf_l plot is -
!-i_ limited by the back reaction, by concentration polarization and by ohmic
"_ .5
i:4 polarization. Ohmic polarization can be taken into account by using fbr
_.:i instancej an interrupter technique; as a consequence, the polarization can,-izii
_:--"if be corrected _or this contribution according to: :
i:.i nc°rr = n - IR (1)
:-_" After this correction, the linear portion o£ the Tafel plot is still
.L limited to pqI_rizatlons higher than,about I00 mV, by the, back reaction,
and to currents which are a small fraction o£ the limiting current iL, by
_._. concentration polarizations. (This upper boundary can be increased by
: increasing stirring.)
t
i In the case of very high exchange currents, for practical degrees-of
!.
_ stirrinB, the region of ll_earity can disappear or be so narrow as to
i'. make impossible the extrapolation of exchange currents based on Tafel plots
7
• of s_eady-state current and polarization data. Under these conditions,
corrections for the back reaction and/or concentration polarizations have
to be undertaken in order to extend the linear region of a Tafel plot.
Such corrections can be performed by correcting the measured current as
done by Essin (see page 46_, ref. 6). His approach, used in this work,
-27-
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i i
:_i leads to a.correction of current given by equation:
:._ _,_I, imea s: I
" ..... (2)
_' where, imeas = uncorrected measured current either anodic or cathodic
i;i iLa(c ) = anodic limiting current when imeas is anodic, and cathodic
limiting, current when imeas .is cathodic i1
iLc(a ) = cathodic llmi%ing current when imeas is cathodic, and
anodic llmlting current when imeas is anodic
ncorr = JR-corrected polarization, in absolute value
The first term Ln the denominator corrects for the effect of concentration
polarization while the second term-takes into-con_deratlon the-b_c.k - :iij
reaction. Within £his second term, which becomes very small as _corr
becomes larger than I00 mV, the parenthesis takes into consideration the
fact that for reactions with very high exchange current, there can be a i
considerable build, up of the concentration of the reaction product close to i
the electrode,, even for pelarizations smaller than I00 mV.
Use of equation (_.) requires that:
I. There is direct proportionality between current and concentration, i ,.;'
(Such case will be the most probable in redox reaetion Involving a slmple
electron" transfer. )
2. The diffusion layer remains constant throughout the measurement ..i
of the complete i-n curve. This requires well defined forced convection,
such as obtained with a rotating dis!_. '_
5. The limiting current can be determined accurately for the used ii
rotation either by direct measurement or by extrapolation, This condition _':
' 00000001-TSC08
: suggests again the use of _B.
4. Ohm_c-dlsturbances to IdeaL.rotatlng disk electrode theory (7) sr __
kept Io_ For this condition the reference electrode is kept far removed
from th@- RDE.
5. Current-potentials points are selected to minimize corrections,
because of unavoidable uncertainties in the detern_atien of limiting
cu_r.ents and ohmic polarization. This condition mandates use of high
rotation rates compatible with accurat_ determination of t_e limiting
current, an& places a limit._n the magnitude of the current which can be
used for the log t.-_ plots.
Another method to correct the current with help of the rotating disk
technique, for use in a. Tafel plot, _ equation:
1 1 i
Co_rr = _meas iL ..... (5)
or
1 ,, _ . 1 (4)
co_ imeas _'_
where in addition to the previously introduced symbols, _ is the angular ii
rotati.on ep__td of the rotating disk_ and k is a constant.
In this method the curr_ent is measured at a given polarization (_corr)
for different rotation speeds_ The intercept with. the. ordure in a,_ !i_
imeas :_1
vs. _ plot produces _____, which can be used for the log i corr vs. _!
V-
ncorr- Tafel plot.
We decided against the use of this approach in this work because
equation (3) does not consider the back reaction (note that eq. (5) becomes :_
identical ,_ith equation (2) when the second term in the denominator of eq. (2) _
-29- !_
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/ is disregarded), and forces to carry experiments towards high polarizations,
"*- "_._.. i.e. towards high _L ratios fo_-_eactions with high exchange currents. In
_. addition, the method is quite cumbersome since it requires the measurement
. _: of a number of complete i-_ curves at different electrode rotations. • ;
i' Instead of using the 1_near part of a plot o£ logarithm of current vs.
,/
,} -
• polarization for determination of exchange currents, it is possible alsoi ', !,
.. : :. " to use a linear p_ot and to determine the slope at open circuit related to
i
i '-. i. the exchange current by:
;)5 i:, " n -o
i .... .,i:' When app.lying this approach, to an electrode reaction of very high exchange
" i: current, it is again necessary-to use very small polarizations (microvolts)i .t"
:.i::-;... !i so that I and, therefore, concentration and ohmic polarization remai_ smal.l ............
__,_,: , This approach was used in this work in a number of cases (Sb+S/Sb . !:=_))i'- t: Cr+'/Cr+'). This was done a£ter having obtained the complete i-r1 curve, and
: • having ascertained that the exchange current was low enough to allow for !
-" _i graphic d6termination of the slope at open circuit.
_ For completeness sake, non-steady state methods based on the controlled
' " il,! transient build up of the diffusion layer have to be mentioned here. These
J
_,'" _ ' methods can successfully be used to correct for concentration polarization, _/.,
• • i
but were not used in this work because they do not lend themselves for ,'
routine application When a very lar_ number of exchange currents have to
,-i;. be determined. " ::,
2. Experimental Procedure ' i
'1
- Preliminary measurement._ were carried out with the Fe e+_
• couple to determine the appropriate range of data to be taken in :
determining i o for the eight redox couples. The method used was the _ j
ci o
O0000001-TSClO
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rotating disk electrode technique obtaining I-E rolatlonships elthor b7
a_plying linear potential sweeps or graduated potential steps to the tost
electrode up to the limiting currents for various rotation rates.
f
* The electrochemical cell used for these experiments consisted of a
jacketed vessel of _ 100 ml volume (7 cm diameter to give an electrode
i to cell diameter ratio of 1:8), with a fitted Teflon cover to accommodate
the electrodes (see Figure 3). The RDE was inserted in the central
,!
opening and secured with-_.Teflon fitting. The re4_erence electrode for
! polarization measurements was a saturated calomel, and it was inserted in one
!
ii of the peripheral openings sealed with an "O" ring. For iR measurements it
was necessary to use a platinized Pt probe as reference due to excessive
noise with the calomel reference. The counter electrode was a gold ring at
.: the bottom of the cell. A thermometer and gas inter and outlet tubes were
secured with Teflon Swagelok fittings. The temperature of the cell was!! .............
controlled to +. 0.5°C by circulating water through the jacketed vessel
from a Haake Temperature Controller. Nitrogen, to sweep the solution and
ce,1 chamber of airj was presaturated with water vapor to reduce water
evaporation from the cell during operation. The proper temperature for
the presaturator was approximated since little vapor pressure data was
available for the redox couple solutions under investigation. The R,E was
a Beckman Model No. 188501 variable speed drive assembly with rotational
speeds variable from 3-100 rps. The specifications are as follows:
Concentricity: ± 0.0026"
Wobble: ± 0.008"
Accuracy of Rotational Speed: ± I% above 3 rps
Repeatability of Rotational Speed: ± 10%
-31-
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The test electrodes were gold (Beckman #39087) and vitreous carbon i_
: (Beckman-#39084). The electrodes were interfaced to the drive assembly i. '
_i
with Beckman Electrode Assemblies (0188551) through the flexible drive
_ cable. The electrodes were polished (with 0.5 micron alumina) and the ,
_,_
: following surface roughness values were obtained: gold = 69 _f/cm 2, ._
2 vitreous carbon = 29 gf/cm 2. A substitute drive assembly was also used.
• This consisted of a G.K. Heller variable speed stirrer motor and
controller, Mod_l GT-21 (0-100 rps). The drive shaft of this motor was
coupled to the Beckman RDE electrode assembly, and the rotation speed was
• monitored with an oscilloscope by converting the off-times of an LED/
L photocell sensing circuit as it was interrupted by an opaque marker arm
!i
_i attached to the drive shaft.
The IR was measured by the current interruption method using a
current density of % 50 mA/cm2 and monitoring the potential change with
an oscilloscope trace at 1-2 msec/div. The reference electrode was a Pt
probe as mentioned above.
i The exchange current densities were obtained from the intercepts of
plots of log icorr. Polarizations were corrected for iR drop, and
_ measured currents were corrected for the back reaction at low currents and
for concentration polarization at high currents according to equation (2).
_ Values for icorr were determined from beth anodic and cathodic curves
, _ whenever possible. A computer program was set up which calculated the
values for icorr and ncorr. Therefore, in order to obtain the desired I-E
relationship both diffusion limiting current values and low polarization
measurements were taken. We measured the limiting current at 3 rotation
: speeds whenever possible, 5 rps, 10 rvs and 50 rps. This allowed
verification according to the relationship i L ffi k_'_-where _ is the
-32-
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angular rotation speed, k is a constant and t L is the limiting current.
For situations whore value._ could not bo moasurod at 50 rp;_, a valuo was
: calculated from the above relationship, using the values obtained at 5 rps.
/
• Current density data was taken at 50 rps at the following lewis (mA):
r
0.1, O.lS, 0.3, O.Sj 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 5.0, 10, etc. to O.S t L.
,, 3. Results
a. F_e.+2_IFe+3 (1N HCl)
. The exchange current densities were determined for the !_
;. ,:c
, t
,- seven soluble Fe+2/Fe +3 solutions on both gold and carbon at 27°C and 50°C. i:,_i
14
': A reliable exchange current density for gold in the 4M 1:10 ratio solution _._
:', could not be derived from the experimental data, although the range of _
_' t values indicated are of a consistent order of magnitude. The exchange ,_
•q. !i, current dengities were obtained from the intercepts of plots of log icorr ..:
':_" i', versus ncorr according to Equation (2). ,;+
• "" ', The values of i o were determiTled from both the _nodic and cathodic curves i_i
":" !i for each solution whenever possible. Both curves were generally in good ,,:i;'i'
i" agreement except for the 1:10 and 10:1 ratios at IM total concentration.
": i For these solutions the i o value was based primarily on the cathodic curve
ii for the 1:10 ratios and the anodic curve for the 10:I ratios. The species
,;: i_i at the lower concentration level in these cases is apparently too low (0.09M) _
_ ...;, _ _,
" ):-i for reliable measurement of the exchange current. The exchange currents and ,
open circuit voltages for gold and carbon at 27°C and 50°C for the Fe+2/Fe ` _"
" are shown in Table VIII.
! b. Sn+2/Sn +_,, (3.5N HCl)
I(E) measurements were determined for six of the nine
-,. compositions of the tin couple prepared (1 and 3bl). This couple appears to be :_
.=. -33- -_
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• TABLE VIII. EXCHANGE.CURRENT DENSITY..Iog io {A/cm2)
2, Fo+2/Fo+3 (IN IICI)
]
Total 27°C 50°C
Concentration Red/Oxld, Gold Carbon Gold Carbon
,, , i
, 1/10 1.6 2.5 1.3 2.2
1M 1/1 1.2 2.0 1.0 1.3
4" 10/1 1.S 2.2 1.3 1.7
: : 1/10 1.6 1.9 1.3 1.7
:'_ i. 3M I/I 1.0 l.S 0.8 1.3
-!,. 1011 1.4 1.7 1.2 I.S
i:: 1/10 _,1,6 1,9 1.2 1.3
• 4M I/I (inso])
'ii'- 10/1(ins(1)
." ', OPEN CIRCUIT VALUES Fe+2/Fe+_ (mV vs SCE)
L
'. Total 27Oc s0Oci'- !
ill: ; ConcenCration Red/Oxid. Gold Carbon Gold Carbon
i:' I/I0 S07 508 $30 $30
_. IH I/I 448 447 467 462
_' • 10/1 386 386 399 397 '
_, I/I0 490 490 510 510
!:, 3M I/I 433 432 444 4445;
,; I0/I 371 367 378 378
_'_: _ 4M 1/10 :SO1 482 512 512
'!!:
,. ,- . - - .. _? " -."...... "•i " " " _" . " ' " .. ' ' /_ . "
...... ' " 00000001-TSC14
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_:, fairly irreversible. Very L_tt_e current is observed corresponding to the
_,, reaction Sn+_ + 2e+  Sn ¨ (_0.14V vs. SHH)__ This was at most _ 8 mA/_cm_
seen as a small peak, rather than a limiting current with gold; no measurable
. cathodic current was observed with carbon. Beyond this small current
!! peak a large increase in current was observed corresponding visually
'_ with tin plating on gold; on carbon a fine precipitate Formed at the
"_.. electrode surface. :i
! The anodic reaction occurred with much less polarization. Polarizatio_
:.
data and anodic limiting currents were obtained with carbon in most cases,
From which exchange currents were derived. On gold, however, he
unambiguous limiting currents were obtained. During the anodic sweep on
- !. gold a sharp drop in _urrent was regularly observed, possibly indicating
passivation of the surface o£ the electrode, Followed by a second slow
! rise in current to a higher plateau. Typical curves obtained for Sn+2/Sn +_
_.: on gold and carbon are shown in Figure II. i:"_
_:, Our results are in agreement with those o£ Lerner and Austin,(8) _.
_, who investigated the tin couple (on carbon), and report that it reacts
_:: fairly irreversibly according to a two-step process:
_,i an P+s  e"(a)
._..)
. -,- (b) i:
_ _ Sn +2 Sn+ _ ' •, 2e"
:, They indicate that step (b) is rate controlling at _ = 30 to 120 mY, and
step (a) is rate controlling From _ = 240 mV to 0.1 iL. Because of the ,.
'i apparent irreversibility of the Sn+2/Sn +_ reaction, our calculations of !
i exchange currents were limited to anodic data. The anodic data were ::_
-35- :_
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i ? _':
_" :_i correcte_ using the equation*:
i • imeasi _ , imeas/ 1 _6)_:.. ' i_; icor r m -
E .; _i The exchange current densities, derived from plots of rlcorr versus
!. ii_i log icor_, are shown in Table IX (open circuit potentials were erratic;
i _ _::_" E° = -0.1V vs. SCE). The curves for carbon show two distinct slopes as
. reported by Lerner and Austin. The plots of the data on gold tend to
' :;:......... ',i show a continuous curve. For these, reasons, exchange current densities
: :! shown in the table are very approximate. _,
F=..
i/,: Co Sb+'ISb Ä,HCI).
!_:::_._ The fi-veantimony couple compositions found to be soluble
i_i_*_!" /t were all. tested. A number of problemswere encountered with this couple.
|_
'""i.__, - On gQ_, anodic limiting currents could no_-be measured due to
i_i_ _• [_ the early onset of gold corrosion; _his was no_ unexpected since the open
i :".i,;'.! _; ._ ii circuit potential of the antimony couple was relatively high (_ 0.5 _o
'--*".... i 0.6V vs. SCE). Unambiguous limiting current data could not be obtz._ea on
'°_ carbon either; a curve that appeared to finally approach a ct_..'ent plateau
;.,, was frequently followed by a .negative peak in the current, as is shown in
i"_ Figure 12.
_ Cathodic limiting currents could not be ob_alned-either, or_ g_Id or
_.,;, carbon,, due to a reaction occurring at a polarization o£ 0.2 to O.SV, thai...
., deposited a brown, non-metallic residue on the surface o£ the electrode
(Au and C). The deposited material could be stripped anodically. This ,|
_", observation is consistent with thr .olubilltyproblems encountered with ii
i_ . high Sb +s concentrations (all 10:1 ratios were insoluble).
i r
i , _"second term in the denominator of equation (2) is dropped because
"_ of the high polarization used.
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.ii TABLE IX, EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITY, -log to(A/c_" )
't
Sn+2(Sn+_ _3.5 N HC1)
Total 27°C SO°C
Concentration Red/Oxld. Gold Carbon _Id Carbon
1/10 ,:"..0 4.5 2.2 4,2 "
1M 1/1 3.7 5.5 3.0 5..2"
10/1 4.7 3.4
•, I/I0 2.2 5_4 1.7 5.2
3M 1/1 3.5 5.0 2.7 5.2
10/1 4.4 4.8 6.7
NOTE: me ex_snge current values for the Sn+2/Sn +_ couple ere
tentative. Sere is considerable uncertainty because of
(a) lack of well defined cathodic iE-curve; (b) existence of
one or more llnearlty breaks in the anodie log icorr vs. n curve;
' and (c) because irreproducib£_ty of the open circuit petential.
me values tabulated here correspon& to linear sect-ien in the anodic
log i-O curve which extends only to n = I00 mV for gold and _
n = 300 mV for carbon.
-38-
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Exchange current densities for this couple were estimated from t i
the slope of the curve n versus i, at low polarization using the
equation (S). The exchange current densities derived in this manner, [
are shown in Table X (open circuit potentials were erratic, E° : 0.51 vs _ .t
d. Ti, TiZV HC:)
Polarization data and limiting currents were obtaLned for
the six soluble compositions o£ _his couple. The reaction was quite-
reversible. The anodic data was generally good with stable limit£ng
currents and no evidence of secondary reactions. The cathodic data was
somewhat less straightforward, especially on carbon; sometimes several
cathodic current plateaus were observed, or no distinct plateau. Additionally,
the cathodic polarization measurements (steady state current at controlled
potential) were subject to so_e drifting, particularly for the 1:10 ratios -
(high Ti TM concentrations). The_e may have been a deposition reaction
occurring since the gold electrode was-sometimes observed to have a deposit
on the surface after a cathodic sweep. This may have been due to generation
o£ a high local concentration o£ Ti+S_ the product o£ the cathodic reaction,
which was insoluble at some level below _ 4H.
Exchange current densities were derived from plots o£ ncorr versus
log icorr , using both anodic and cathodic data, using Fquation (2). Exchange
current dehsities and o_e__ circuit potentials ate shown in Table XI.
e. Cu_ 5)/Cu NHs) elmNaC+O.OlH
Four compositions of this couple weTeP-tested• In
preliminary testing of this couple, it was found that precipitation o£
-40-
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TABLE Xl. EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITY,-log io (A/cm2)
Ti+'/Ti_v (_6NHCl)
Total 27°C 50°C
Concentration Red/Oxid. Gold Carbon Gold- Carbon "
1/10 ......2.0 5.7-3.2 2.0-1.5 5.7-5.3
1M 1/1 1.9-1.7 5.7-3.5 1.2; 3.0,-2.4
J J
10/1 2.2-1.6 4.5 1.5 4.1
, J
1/10 1.7-1.4 3.4-2.2 1.7-1.2 3.4-2.0
3]4.... l/1 1.5-1.2 2.4-2.0 1.1-0.5 2.3-2.0
"10/1 2.4-2.3 3.5-3.2 2.0-1.3 3.3-2.7
i--, OPENClRCU]_T VALUES Ti+S/Ti IV (mY vs. SCE-)
;-¢
)I Total 27°C 50°C
_-_ Concentration Red/Oxid. Gold Carbon Gold Csrbon
! 1/10 28 51 51 49
I
i,
i" 1N 1/1 -34 -37 -19, J -22
) 10/1 -109 -100 -107 -110 /'
!
1/10 54 49 54 59-
i • i ! i
3M 1/1 -29 -26 -25 -22 . ,
I_ - i i ,
10/1 -94 -92 -92 -90
L 1
.I
-42-
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copper was occurring during the course of testtngj appa=ent_y due to the
_ loss of ammonia. This may have been due to the change in the complexing
number in going from the reduced to the oxidized Form. To eliminate this
problem, ammonium hydroxide solution was substituted for the water in the
. N2 presaturator. This was quite eFfeotive in preventing precipitationj
._ and all four compos£_ions were tested in this way.
i: This couple appea_ed to be quite reversible and showed fairly high
• _!
_ limiting currents. A practical limitation may arise from the relative
_:_ insolubility at the 10:1 redox composition. However, a 1M S:l composition
i! was found to be soluble and was tested in place of the I0:I composition.
!i Copper plating occurred at -400 to -S00 mV vs. SCE, and this
I_i prevented mea_urement of a cathodic limiting current in some cases.
! Exchange currents were derived from plots of ncorr versus log i corr,
, _i The measured anodic current data _as corrected according to Equation (6).
!_i For verif_lcation, a second correction was made using the complete
correction of Equation (2) to correct for the back reaction at low
"', t _ polariz_tion, in which a value for iL(c) (the cathodic limiting current _p •
i_I ! which was not measured)was calculated j according to the concentTation il._
ratio, from the measured anodic limiting current. These values extended the i_!_
'_i straight line portion of the curve to low values of current density in good !_
agreement with the First correction. The exchange current densities for _
Cu(NH3)_I/Cu(NH3);_ are presented in Table XII. Open circuit values for this I
couple are shown in Table XXXI of Section II (E° = -0,25 vs. SCE). _;i
_;:! f. Cr+'/Cr* _ (IM HCl)
"_'_;; As discussed above, two compositions of this couple were __
partially soluble; an approximate I:I0 IM composition (0.08_ Cr gMCr+_) :;;!
and an approximate I:I IH composition (0.33M Cr+=/0.5H Cr+_). Limiting :_
-45- ._
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TABLE XII. EXCHANGECURRENTDENSITY,-log io (A/cm_)
Cu(NHs)+_I/Cu(_),+2._ (1MNaCl+ O.OlNaOH)
Total 27°C S0°C
Concentration Red/Oxid. Gold Carbon Gold Carbon
1M 1/10 2.2 2.0 1.S 2.4
1M 1/1 1.6 2.0-1.6 1.6-1.4 1.5
10/1 1.1 1.5 1.8 2.0-1.5
1/10 1.4 1.8 1.7-1.3 1.6-1.2
_4-- 1/1 1.4 1.S 1.7-1.6 1.6-1.5
10/1 (ins _1.)
-44-
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currents for the two compositions of this couple could not be measured
cathodically due to hydrogen evolution (E° i -0.65V vs. SCE)m and anodic
limitin& currents tended to be unstable _md-not reproducible. Exchange
current densities were estimated from the slope of the curve n versus ip
at low polarizationj using Equation (3).
The exchange current densities £or Cr+Z/Cr +s are shown in Table XIII.
Open circuit values for this couple are shown-in Table XXXI of Section II.
g... (NaBr)
Six compositions of this couple were prepared and exchange
current densities were measured. Due to gold corrosion and InterferA_g
anodlc reactions at the high potential of thi_-c_ple, measurements with
this couple were limited to cathodic polarization curves on carbon at 27°C.
Measurements at S0°C were not taken due to the unavailability of bromine
solubility data at this _emperature (excessive bromine vapor was observed
on attempting to heat to 50°C). This couple is highly reverslble.
The method used for the determlnation of exchange currents was similar
to that used for the Cu(NH3)_I/Cu(NH3)_ 2. The exchange current densities
obtained and the open circuit potential values measured are shown in
Table XIV.
-45-
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_! TABLE XIII. EXCHANGELCURRENT DENSITY,-loR io (A/cm_)
L
,/.}:i _ c_"/c,,+_(IM,ci):2!i To.1 zToc .ooc
Concentration Red/Oxld. Gold Carbon Gold Carbon " i
,! '_, 1/10 2.7 4.3 2.8 4.2
1M '
,v 1/1 2.7 4.2 2.3 4.1
-46-
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D. SUMMARY AND CONSLUSIONS
Solubility: In attempting to prepare the solutlonn suggested in the
Work Statement of this Contract, solubility limitations have boon
.. established in a broad manner for the different rodox couples studied.
.... The highost solubilities were obtained with the Sn+_/Sn+_ couple, which I
is soluble (in 3.SN HCI) un to a total concentration of S molar at all the
_'*• b
•" three studied redox ratios (1:10, 1:1 and 10:1). Solubility of up to 3H was
obtained, at the same three redox ratios, with the Fe+2/Fe ¨ couple(in 1N lie1)
:" and with the Ti+a/TiTM (in 6N HCl). The Br'/Br_ couple also shows high
:' solubility, 9 Normal in total bromine, at moderate gr2 partial pressure,
! but in order to keep this pressure low, only 2/3 of this bromine can be
• _ _
i I
i _ charged.
L
! : _. All the other couples showed limitations below a total concentration
•" _' of 3 molar (the reduced species being the most difficult to dissolw _,
:"".' " _' Thus, th_ Sb+S/Sb +s couple was soluble (in 3N HCl) up to 3_4 total
• i
'- : concentration at the 1:10 and 1:1 ratio, but the 10:1 ratio could not be
+I +2
• ._ dissolved. The Cu(Ntt3) 2 /Cu(NH3) 4 couple was soluble as a chloride (in lq
., i.. NAG1, 0,01_ NaOH and 1 atm Ntt3) at the 1:10, 1:1 and 5:1 ratios (but the
!. 10:1 ratio could not be dissolved). At the 3 molar total concentration
•"." level this couple was still soluble at I:I0 and I:I ratios, but at this '
!-.. concentration the 5:I ratio could not be dissolved. Chromous chloride, as
ii--,_ f
_ obtained from different suppliers, was very difficult to dissolve (in
i. contrast with published data); the highest solubility attained was 0.33M
_" ; Cr+2/O.SM Cr +3 The low solubility observed may have been due to the
!: _.: formation of oxychlorido intermediates. The chromo/chromi cyanide counle
_! presented even more difficulties and no suitable solution for those tests
. (_ 1 molar) could be prepared.
:_ -48-
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_!i Conductivit_: The specific conductance Of the various redox solutions
" Ii
are _resented in Tables I .to VII._nd Figures 4 to 10.
Within the solutions based.on HC1, conductance increases as would
.- be expected with increasing HC1 concentration, but it decreases with
increasing total concentratior_ _ redox r_ac_ants, p_o]_bly because of
increasing CI." complexing and viscosity. In the case.of Fe+2/Fe ¨´ a d Sb+S/Sb ˆ¬ conductivityincreases with i c_easing redox ratio;, suggesting
fess,C1-'complexing by the,reduced species, (Such effect is very pronounced
with the Sn Ì´and Sb+I/Sb +s couples). Ti+S/T_ V and Cr_2/Cr+S, on the
other hand, show a decrease _f conductivity with increasing degree of
_ i! reduction.
.i' co e. showsa peculiar effect of redo
_' o_ conductivity. This decreases wh_.redox _atio is changed £rom-l:10 to
1:1 and then increases by almost an order of magnitude 1_hen changing from
1:1 to 10:1. (An explanation for this behavior is still lacking.)
Fin_lly_. the conducti,vity-of the bromine couple increases as one would
expect when the redo_ ratio increases (more io_lic species present).
Viscosity: Vi.scosi_y data is also presented in Tables I to VII and
Figures _ to 10. In all cases viscosity for each couple increases wi_h.
increasing total redox couple concentration. With the exception of the ,/
eoncent_ated-.Br'/Br_ couple, the viscosity of solutions o_. _ given couple
is affected by concentration (total concentratio_ and redox rat'io) in the
same d4.rectlon as is conductance. In the case of _ Sn+=/Sn ¨ solutions;_
the effect of redox ratio on viscosity _s._ery large, decreasing almost-4)y
a factor og S (at 27oc) when the redox ratio changes from I:I0 to I0:I.
-49-
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!: Exchange Current: A sum_y of exchange currents under similar
_/i conditions for the different couples is shown in TabLe _IV.B. The
table shows also the varying effect of electrodo material (carbon vs. gold)
: on exchange curr_nt.
: Of the positive electrode couples, _e*2/Fe +_ has the highest exchange .
,_ c_rrent and is the best behaved. The Br'/Br_ couple has an almost equally
t_
!. high exchange current and a higher electrode potential (about 300 mY higher !ii_ than for Fe+2/Fe+S). Problems with this couple are its corrosiv£ty (related _,
I_ to the high electrode potential) and t_e finite bromine vapor pressure, !
_i:; especially h_gh at 50°C. The Sb',Sb .$ couple has an exchange e_rent I'
about two orders of magnitude lower than both the iron and bromine couples I_
' It shows also side reactions. (precipitation) at potentials removed from the I .
practical operating potential. It is not clear to what extent these ...... _
problems will be significant'wlth porous electeodes at operating, practical.., i
potential (because of the higher current densities involved). !
.; i}
For the testing in redox flow reactors, the Fe*2/Fe +s and Br'/Br_ couples I
I,
were selected; the first to serve as a baseline and the second because of i_
[! its promise. '
!i Of the negative electrode couples, the Ti+S/Ti TMCouple is the best :
i,'
i d
behaved and has a very high exchange current on gold (on carbon its exchange !
current density is 50 to 75 times smaller). The CuCNHs)_t/CuCNH_)_ _,.
_iI has a high exchange current, both on carbon and gold, and has a favorable- _.
redox potential. The problems with this couple ar_ the limited solubility iI
of the red_m_ form (discussed above) and the limited range of cathodic 'ipolarization before copper deposition. The Cr+2/Cr +_ couple shows :'_
/i!
reasonable exchange current especially on gold, but it caused considerable !i
-50-
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problems during this ihvestigatlon regarding solubility (esDeclally of the
reduced svecles) and hydrogen evolution, The Sn +2/Sn +_ couple is the most
irreversible of all the studied couples and has considorable as)r_metry
' between anodlc and cathodic direction, It shows a._mall kinetically
controlled lfmltlng current (o_ current peak) in _he cathodic direction
6
and distinct change of mechanism in the anodic direction. The measured
,_ exchange currents of the Sn +_ couple are erratic f6r these reasons. In
1
• spite of the uncertainty in the datam t_e exchange current der_sitles obtained
:i! on gold are clearly highe_ than the exchange current densities obtained on
_ _ carbon by one or two orders of magnitude,
i i
_ +2 and the
_!-i For studies in redox flow reactors, the. Cu(NHS)_2/Cu(NHS)4
_-'_ Cr+_/Cr +s couples.were chosen.
i"_ A di.scussion of the effect of concentration on exchange current has to
consider that the effects are_.._u general_ small (see discussion of simple
theoretical consideration in Appendix II)jand are msked to some extentp by
:! the lack o_ precision in_rlns£c to such a broad screening..program,
The exchange current of the Fe +s couple shows a dependence on ..
; redox ratio for all studied conditions-_ follows:
io(l:l) > io(10:l ) > io(l:10)_
Increasing total conce_tration of Fe increases the.measured excha_ge cu_ent_
but only weakly, The exchange current of the-T4L IV couple shows a
clear dependence on Redox ratio as follows:
io(l:l) > io(l:10 ) > io(10:l )
With this couple there is a clear increase of exchange current wJ_h concentration.
The exchange current of the b_mine couple increases slightly with increasing
-51-
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r_ total bromine concentration .and. _pDears to decrease slightly with
,t
_ increasin_ degree of reduction. For the Cr.+2/Cr +s there appears to be
, very little effect of redox ratio (in. three out of four cases) on
exchange current.
The, effect of concentration on the exchange current of the other
couvle_ (Sb+S/Sb+S; CufN_3) +I *2- 2 /Cu(NH3)4 and Sn+2/Sn+_ a_pea_s less clear.
-52- .i
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TABLE XIV.B
COMPARISON OF EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITIES OF ._.
DIFFERENT COUPLES UNDER SIMILAR, CONDITIONS
ii L I • II _ _
Total concentration = IM; Redox ratio = 1.:1; Temperature = 27°C
-log io (A/cm2)
i i i i m
Positive Electrode Couples Gold .Electrode Carbon B,lectrode
Fe+2/Fe +s 1 ..2 2.0
Br'/Br_ * (not tested)_ 2.2-2.3
So+s/Sb+ s 4.0 4.0
Negative Electrode Couples
+1 4-2
Cu(NH3)2 /Cu(NHs)4_._ 1.6 1-6-2.0 -
Ti+ S/Ti TM I. 8 3.3-3.7
C¢+21Or+s 2.7 4.2
Sn+_/Sn+_ 3.7 5.5
*2.1N in total Br, Red/Ox ratio = 2.23
-53-
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i!i"!! n. TASKn - secol_ STAGEOFSCReeNmr,OF_DOXCOUPLES
" If ! A.I.TRODUCTION
/.i _i The second phase of this program involved the attainment of. three.
_ object_ves: (11 to i__rove the performance of small redox flow reactors by
ii testing, under f_ow ¢onditlons_ a number of different electrode materlals
and structures;. (2) to test.the suitability, under flow.conditions, of four
i" redox couples selected in Phase I; (3) to compare with the Fe.+2/Ne +s couple
(the base line), a number of couples used in flow cells with.different _lectrodes.
The approach for this task was a purely empirlcal one, aimed primarily
at testing a large variety o_ electrode._aterials and structures. A systematic
study.uslng electrochemical reactor theory is to be performed at.a-L_er date.
The couples chosen for study in. Phase" II were the-£ollowing:
1. Fe Fe+s
Th_s is a well understood and well behaved couple. It has
been studied at NASA_Le_ and+ consequently, it was-useful as a base
llne of perfo_nancej particularly for positive electrode couples.
2, Br'/Br_
The choice of this co,_le was based on its very h_gh OCV and
on the high exchange current densities observed in Phas_ I_ ._lthough Br2
is very corrosive, inexpensive graphite might be used for cell construction,
with some limitations.
3. c._s)+Vcu(.._)+22 4---
This couple was chosen because RDE measurements showed that
it was quite reverslblej and the OCV of the couple is well placed for
-S4-
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operation as a negative electrode couple. Exchange current dedsities were
quite high on both gold and carbon.
4. /Cr ÀThis couple, in limited testing_ showed moderate exchange
current densities, has a quite negative OCV_ and it has been suggested
elsewhere as the negative electrode redox couple for an all chromium
redox cell. Although many problems were encountered in Phase I regarding
the solubility ¢f the CrC12J ...i.t was hoped that these problems had to do.
with the formation of oxychlorides in the three different sources tried, and
tha_ .electrochemically ger_e.t_g, the chromous salt from the chromic salt
might solve the problems.
B. ELECTROCHEHIALPEP_OP_t_NCE_SUP_rrS
i | i i i i _ i ] •
1. Electrode Structures
I I i
Du_ing the_course of this study, three broad types of
electrode structures were considered:
a. F_ontal ' Electrode St rU_,.c.tur..es
l_is type of electrode was a porous op__/l structure like
scree_ or graphite paper. It was placed in contact with the ion exchange
membrane_ and the reactant-electrolyte flowed behind _he electrode through
a "pin" field ill the back plate of the cell.
b. Recessed Electrode StructUres| i i
This ty_e of electrode was either a non-porous sheet like
plAtinized titanium sheet or a microporous structure like carbon or
activated carbon. It was located against the back plate of the cell with
coarse plastic screen between the electrode and the ion exchange membrane,
-SS-
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permitting reactant-electrolyte to .flow in front of the electrode.
c. Cavit_ Fillin_ Electrode Structures
A typical example of this structure is the woven graphite
cloth used in NASA-LeWis experiments. This type of electrode fill_&.the__
cavity and the reactant-electrolyte flowed through the structure..
2. Electrode Materials
The range of-electrode materials to be studied in Task II
Was expanded somewhat in order to .compensate for the smal,ler number, o£
solutions tested in Task I due to solubi.Li£y limits..Instead of using
the same four electrodes for each of the four coup.les, we investi.gated
a larger number o£ electrodes, selecting for each redox c._uple tested the
four electrodes which appeared most suited for the spocific couple, _tis
allowed us to obtain more useful and relevant-information in a.-select.ive
manner. Some of the_e electrode materials were purchased directly and used
without modification, such as Pt screen*j Au screen,, platinized titanium
sheet, porous carbon block, and graphite cloth. Various. other electr_tea
were prepared as described below:
a. Kreha Graphite Paper Stabilized With Teflon
Various concentrations of TFE in Kreha paper were. tested .
for stability, wetting and electrical conductivity. A sample wit_ 4.5 mg
TFE/cm 2 appeared to have the best combination of these properties and was
selected for testing,
/' b. Tita__J'tun Screen Activated With autheniu m Oxide
Tita,: _m screen was activated with Ru02* according to
*For all electrodes involving the use of noble metals, it is intended that
in the ultimate practical electrode the noble metal would be highly
• dispersed, at a very low loading (<< 1 mg/cm2).
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: procedures described in the literature.(9) The method used was as follows:
''i"_! a piece of titanium screen was cleaned and degreased.by., reflu_ing in
il isopropyl alcohol vapor.; a solution of 0.1M RuCI$ * xH20 (Ventron)was
prepared in 20_ HC1.-The degreased screen was. dipped in the RuC13 solutionj
_I dried at ll0°C for five mimutesj and baked _n a tube furnace at 350°C for
.ten minutes under a forced air atmosphere. Thi_ procedure was repeated six
times and after the _tnal coating, the screen was heated to 450°C unde_
forced air for one hour. (This is the procedure givenby Yeager, et al.) (9)
The resulting electrode had a RuO2 loading of _ 4.5 mg/cm 2 .
c. Screen With TFE-B0nded Hichl_ Dispersed Carbon
High surface area carbon (Vulcan XC-72) was bonded with
Teflon to screen using standard electrode fabrication technology. Various
substrate screens were us_=according to the application (go_d p_ated
tantalum for acid supporting electrolytes and pure gold grid in alkaline-
NH5 electrolytes). The Teflon level chosen was 20_ (Dupont TFE-30 dispersion)
which was adequate for _lectrode integrity without producing hydrophob_city.
The loading was _Smg carbon/cm 2 .
d. Screen With TFEoBonded Au- or Pt-Activated Carbon_ i _ i
These electrodes were prepared in th_ same-general manner
as described above. The carbon _as activated with either gold or platinum
according to the foMowing_procedure _ give noble metal loadings of
0.5 mg/cma: gold chloride or platinum chloride was reduced=_ith
formaldehyde accor_iing to the procedure of Giner_ Parry and Smith (10) to ,
produce a high surface-area black; the n_le metal blacks thus produced
were combined with carbon and 20t Teflon to produce a dispersion of the metal ......
over the surface of the carbon with loadings of 4,5 mg carbon/cm 2 and 0.5 mg
noble metal/cm I .
1 -S7.
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3. Flow Reactor Design
Two cells were fabricated from Noryl (polyphenyle_e oxlde), with
f movable graphite contact blocks, ..as shown in Figure 13. Two variations
_f the contact block-_ere made, a flat surface and a "pin" field surface.
The dimensions of the active electrode surface ar.e_-were 2.5 c_-x 4 cJn. (10 cm2).
The cell cou_-4_tther, be operated in the frontal electrode position,
•
_,,! allowing electrolyte to g.tow between the electrode and the ,,pin,, field back
:r_,
_i plate of the cell_ or in the recessed electrode position against the flat back
_! plate allowing electrolyte to flow between the electrode .and the ion exchange
_I The electrolyte gap, i.e. distance between the back plate or _lat-electrode
_,i_ and separator was 0.5 mmfor graphite cloth and electrodes in the ,'ecessed
location, and 2.5 _ for electrodes in _rontal location. The ion exchange
_ membranes used were lonics I03-qZL-183 for Fe+Z/Fe+S and Cr+2/Cr +s, Nafion-120
+It_,cm, _ Œcell was thermally insulated, and
_ for Br-lSr] and Cu(NH_)2 """"3'4 "
!, the electrolyte was preheated in reservoirs of 2000 cc capacity. The
• iI temperature of the cell was n_t_xl-as the electrolyte flowed through. The
cells were operated at 27°C and 50oc, except Br-/Br_ which was operated only
at 27°(:.
Flow of electroly_e through the cell from the reser_eirs was controlled by
variable flow pumps of up to 600 ce/min capacity. A £1ow-_-.20-cc/min was used /'
for the graphite cloth (cavity filling structure). A single flow rate (300 cc/min)
was used for all other tests (electrodes in the frontal or recessed positions).
At this flow rate the overall concentration change during an anodic or cathodic
segment of a run was calculated to be under lq, and the entry-to-exit change
across the cell should have been between 2 and 5_ and not more than _ 8_ in
the worst case (400 m_/cm = and _ 0.1 M/£ of reactant).
-58-
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i .:,._._ The glow rates appropriate gor optimum power production are more .dtggicultto determifle. In this case the important parameter is the linear velocity, or
the related Reynolds number. The ].inear velocity, got a glow rate og 120 cc/min
ii and a cross section og 2.5 x 0.3 s 7.5 c_ _ is 2.67 cm/sec. For a liquid with
a kinematic viscosity og 2 centipoise, glowing through a cell of cross section
2._ X 0._ cm (equivalent diameter = 0.54 cm), the Reynolds number is 72. Ig
turbulence iS not promotedj operation at this Reynolds number will result in ....
a low mass t_ansger coegfic£ent (or related Sherwood number). As • consequence,
a higher glow rate would be required. Taking into consideration the results and
equgtion og Leveque, Rousar, Newman and others, as discussed by Pickett and
Stanmore, (11) it appears that glo_._ates 5 to 10 time_-higher would be required
in order to obtain a sufficiently high mass transfer coefficient. Consequently,
the cell was designed to promote some degree og turbulence in order to operate
at somewhat lower glow rates.
4. E_erimental Procedure
The electrochemical glow reactor was assembled with the apprOpriate
membrane and electrodes-and set up with a pump and reservoir connected to each
electrode chamber. One og the four redox compositions being tested was pumped
through the chamber containing one Og the four electrode structures. The
opposing side og the cell was operated as a counter electrode using_an open
electrode configuration (gold screen Or graphite paper) in a g_ntal structure,
and the same redox couple generally in a 1:1 ratio-at 1 or 2M concentration.
The t'low rate on both sides _as _ 300 cc/min, except for graphite cloth (20
cc/min). The reactor was desLgfled to accommodate a rcforence electrode at the
outlet on each side. Agte# some initial testing using calomel electrodes at
_hese locations, the r4_ferenc_.tn the counter electrode side was modified
slightly to yield a more accurate measurement of the iR drop. A platinum
-64-
probe was placed behind and slightly below the center of the counter
electrodep which was a porous frontal structure in all cases. A calomel
electrode was placed at the test electrode side outlet as before
(pressurized to prevent backflow through the junction), Open circuit
was measured versus calomel then, and polarization was measur6d versus
the platinum reference. Finally, the resistance was measured For the
test electrode versus the platinum referenCe_ using t_q current interrupter
method, and this resistance was used to correct the polarlzation data.
(Average open circuit v_ltages for all couples are shown in Table XXXI.)
Polarizatlon curves were obtained in both the anodic and cathodic
direction fo_ each compositlon.o_ each couple, each electrode and each
te_erature. The data was obtained by applying constant current in steps
(I, 3, 6j 12, 25, 90, 100, 200 and 400 mA/cm2, if posslble) and monitoring
the Voltage change versus the Pt reference.
In general solutlons were prepared in two redox ra_ias to represent
an 86_ charged condition and an 80_ discharged condition. Two total
concentrations Were prepared for each co_q_le whenever-possible according
to the solubility data obtained in Task I.
5. Results
a, Fe e+s _IN HC!)
FoUr solutions of the Fe +s couple Were prepared for
testing in the fuel cell. These soldtions were 1M and 3M FeC12/FeC13
with reduced/oxidized ratios of 1:6.25 for the "charged" state and 4:1 for
the "discharged" state. There were no-pfubl_s encountered in preparing
these solutions. The counter electrode solution _s _+-a/Fe+S
(1:1 reduced/oxidized) solution flowing at 500 cc/min on a gold screen
electrode in a frontal structure. The membrane chosen for use with Fe+2/Fe +3
-6S -
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0: was 103-QZL-183. Initially, there were some problems with cracking oF
this membrane. This proble_ was eliminated by pretre.atlng the membrane in
50Oc in HC1 for 1 hour.
i. Graphite Cloth (Base Line). Polarization measurements
for the woven graphite cloth structure are listed in Table XV. The .....
per£ormanCe o£ this electrode was quite good, as found by NASA-Lewis in
_" previous work.! ,
i: ii. Pt Screen - Prontal Structure. This electrode was an
, 80 mesh Pt screen in a Frontal structure. Polarizatiou measurements are
- listed in Table XVI.
_! iii. Porous Carbon - RecesSed Structure. This electrode
consisted o£ 5 _g/cm 2 porous carbon (20_ Teflon)on a $0 mesh gold plated
_i tantalum screen. Polarization _easure_ents are shown in Table XVII.
!
_; iV. Pt-Activated Carbon - Recessed Structure. Thisi , • ....... i
i
;_ electrode consisted of 0.5 mg Pt/om _ on 4.5 mg carbon/om 2 (20_ TFE) on a
;
gold grid support. Polarization measurements are-shown in Table XV_II.
• , b. Br'/_r_ _Na_r_
i Four compositions of the Br'/Br_ couple were prepared for
_" testing. Two gN solutions (86_ charged and 20_ charged) and two 3N
i .....
solutions were prepared. The 9N, 20_ charged solution was Just at the
i_ solubility li_Lit _or the NaBr, so the solution concentration had to be
shifted a llt_le in the direction of Br2. Th6 flow rate for the
experiments was 300 cc/min and the membrane was Nafion-120. The counter
solution used in these experiments was a 7.5N S0_ charged solution flewing
over a graphite paper electrode in a frontal structure. This couple was
operated only at 27°C.
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TABLB XVI ¥e22/_'o 23 POIJ_IZ&TZON MYJ_SUREMENTS
CO._'B_rPATI_- IM and 31,(FeCl2/FeCl 3 (IN IICI)
_I_C;ItO_ . Pt sc_e_ - frodtal st_ctUre
- . _ _ . 300 cc/min. . .
,' + _ _se.qm Io.ics tO3-QZL:i83_......
1;.1 *i
-!;, ! m l/e.n (_.c_/oztat:__) - _ ,,, I/6_n (_d.ced/o_)
Cuzzemt=Den, 27oC 50o(=• Cub=ericDen, 270¢ 50o_" "
m_,/cnn2 "- Anodic Cathodic Anodic CaChodi = a_._'cm2 .',nc_lc Cathodic _ocILc CaChodi_
:--/ 1 2 - 2 1 4. ;" 4
"" 3 6 8 1 1 3 12-. 1_ 3 4
: _: 6 14 16 . S & " 6 2S 25 9 11
..+_:_-. 12 28 3; 12, 16 _L: so s2 2a 2s
_ 2s 60 63 29 33 2s to6 lO9 Sl so
_. SO 226 122 62 "6$ SO 227 • 217 106 IOG
.: 200 276 2_S4 132 " ' 131 200 481 435 226 .22_5
:_. ; 200 -- 815 4"36 272 253 200 1239 8_2 495 426
- +": 400 1435 812 683 497 400 121S 898
.-. m.
*°
: m.em Den' 27°C S0c_ O_zzenCDen. 2V°C S0oc
+" .,A/_ 2 _odic Catho_£c _.nodlc C_ChodSe _A/cm2 _.-so_i© c_od_.c _modic Cathodic
•_+ x 2 2 x 2 3 i =
" 3" 7 S 2 2 3 8 8 3- ,S +--
+ 6 13 11 S S 6 16 17 7 : 10
22 2S 23 ' 14 12 12 35 '34 1S 19
I :IS S4 49 30 27 _S 74 70 34 3Sr 4
u "_ ' SO 101 97 S9 54 SO lS0 13S 73 73
.... + 1_ 205 193 122 113 200 302 274 ISO IS3
200 403 441 245 222 =00 S91 S_6 308 303
400-- 738 1444 494 476 400 628 635
v/"
,, e
.' ., .:..
+.:'I -68-
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_..... ., '_._/o_t,d) _ '_. ,4_ _',_o_Lt,,l) , .
Cu_es_ D_m. ;fT°O 50°_ Custard: Den 27oc SOO_
i
_" 2 2 2 2 _ 16 13
3 6 . 3 4 e 40 20 2 1lg 6 1_ 6 10 . 1;i 90 37 4 4
12 31 1S 21 _ 187 73 7 9
• SO 24 67 , SO 42 SO 3$7 ISl 13 20
100" .S9 149 66 84 100 686 "671 30 7S
:tO0 188 5S7 146 _tSS lO0 t07_ 1816 58 l_J2
400 993 ISg7 761 .12S9 400 i49S 162
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TABLE XVZIZ Fe+2/_e +3 - _0_17-_I0_ MP.A'BU_p_
COI_eNYp,A'tlON- 1H.and 314FeC12/FoCI $ (IN HCI)
BIg'FROM O.S mZ Pt/c_ 2 on 4.S sg Vulcan Carbon/ca 2
" (20t TFE) on gold screen * recessed stl_u:ture
v_v uu - 300'c_/.in.
. tonics IO3-_L=JJ3_.__
-_tal Conc Polariz_ttioa (IV) _OCal Cone Polazi.tf_ '(mY)
--- IN 116.2S (ReducedlOzidls_l) 314 1/6.2S (Reduc4_idiz4Nl)
c_ze_cben. 2voc soOc cuz_s_.. 2vOc s0oc
"suAla, 2 _od£clCaChodic Anodic. Cathodic m_cs 2 Anodic Cathodic _odic Catho_Ltc
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3
3 3 2 3 3 4 3 5 +
• 6 2 5 4 4 6 2 6. S 7
11 3 11 8 10 12 5 14 8 lS
#
25 10 24 17 20 25 " 14 24 18 29 !
"SO '24 43 34 38 SO 27 34 35 48'
100 16.7 101 lOS 80 100 168 148 92 186
206 676 323 200 168 206 353 $87 194 303
400 816 864 785 343 400 $53 897 47,_ 683
i?otnl Conc P61u4ze(ion (nV) , Total Conc Polarlzt_ou (BY)
114 4/1 _Reduced/Oxidisod) _( 4_1 (Aeduced/Oxidll_ t
O._zenl: lSen. 27oc " SO°C * Cuzzent:Den 27°0 SO°_: +"
m,q/_ 2 Anodic Car.h_xlic Anodic cathodic snPJcat2 ,qnodic ca_hod£c Anod£c ¢ar.hodlc i
2 6 3 2 1 L - 1 2 /+'i!
11 76 36. 25 . 13 • 21 8 20 2 6 "
25 1S2 7S $6 30 2S- • l&- 40 6 IS
SO 279 132 1S6 61 SO 38 -21 12 33 -1
lO0 366 216 26S 92 100 99 213 101 41
106 448 7_ 29S 119 200 223 104S I8S
400 346 894 38S " $6S 400 606 1S2S 608
+" 1
+
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i. Porous Carbon - Recessed StrUct.ure. This electrode
was a _iece of porous carbon 3 nln thi_k (5tackpOle Carbon #PC-S8, 45_
porosity_ used in a recesscd st=ucturO. Pola_n measurements are
shown in Table XIX.
ii. Te£IOnated Graphite Paper - ,Frontal structure.
This electrode was g_sphlte paper i_p_egnated with 4.5 _ TFE/cm2 in a
frontal struc£ure. PolarlzatlOrl measurements are shown in Table XX. ---
ill. Plati_lized Ti.....Sheet - Recessed Structure. This
electrode was platlnized Ti sheet in a recessed structure. The
polarization measurements are shown in Table XXI.
iv. RuO_/Ti - Frontal Structure. This electrode wasm- ' .........
a piece of Ti screen coated with 4.5 _g/cm _ RuO2w in a £_ontal structure.
The .polarization measurements are shown inTable XXII.
+1 +2
c. Cuu(__3) 2 /CU_NHs) 4 (:IM_.NaC1 + 0.0! M Na0 H)
Two. solutions o£ Cu(_43)_I/Cu(NH3);2 (0.01M NaOH + I)I NaCI_
were prepared for testing; IM1:4 reduced/oxidized (discharged state) and
IM S:l reduced/oxldlzed (charged state). These solutions were prepared
by adding stock solution of NH40H (28t NHs) to the CuCI2 saltj allewlng the
co_lex to fo_ a_d deaeratlng the solutlon,. CuCI was then added to this
solution, No water was added so that the _45 concentration could be kept
as high as posslble. Alsop during cell eperatlon_ the N2 gas was saturated
'- with bn440H (28t NH$) before being passed through the electrolyte. However,
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CONCENTRATION:3N and 9N B= (HaB_) '
' EL_I_ODE: ' PorOusCarbon - Recessed Stzuot_e
FLOWRATE: 300 cc/min, _tBRANE:. 'Na£1on-120
Total Conc P0iarization(mY) ,To_thl Conc Polarization(mY)-
$N t/6.2S..(Reducod/Oxldtzed) 9N-I/6.25' . (RoducedlOxldtzod)
_ _ ,, j ,. ,,
• Cuz]:en_ Don. 27oc Cuzzcnt Den. 27°C
1 1 1... i
t
3 1 1 3 2 2--
6 2 2 6 ---. S 2
12 S $ 12 6 6.---
25 $ 7 25 11-- 11
SO 16 13 SO 24 2S
100 " 24 48 , 100 36 41
200 6_-.--- "200 7S 70.
400 400 .
Total "Cone Polarization (ran _otal Conc Polarization (mY)
' 31;o4/t ' ' (Reduce/Oxidized) ON-4/1 _(Reduced/Oxidixed)
i e i
• Cuzzenb Den 27°C C_zzen_Den, 27°C
L -=
n_./cm2 Anod£e Cat:hod_c "m_/cm2 Anodlc Ca_hc_ic
1 1 l 1 1
3" 3 2 3 3 3
• 6 8 S $ 4 6
1_ t_ xo _2 s xx •
25 23 20 25 20 23
• ' sO s7 _ so 4s 33
•100 70 77, I00 |65 38
200' e3 ISl " 200 ._04
,_00 ' 400
..72-
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CON_,'TP,ATIO,_: 3N _, 9N mr (Nanr)
. ELI_CTROD'B:ToFlonstod Graphite Pspor (4,S m8TFS/_ 2) - Yzontal Btrueturo
', PLOW_TU: ,S00 co/rain, m_bP._: Nafton-120
_," o0
" Yotnl Cone Polarization (mY)- . Yotal Cone Polarization (mY)
: 3_1- 1/6.25 (Rcduced/Oxidlzod) gN-1/6.25' .(Roducod/Oxi'diZed)
( :Cuxront Don. 2?oc Curzen_ Den. 27oc
i" mA/cm2 Anodle Cathodic " ! n_/em 2 Anod£e c.athod£e
_" 1 2 1 1 2 2
i. 3 S 3 3" 3 3-.l-
r'_ ' 6 8 4 6 5 S
'_- ' 12 ..' 13 9 12 7 1O
i t 25 28 17 25 16 21
t
!q. SO 49 36 50 28 37
100 117. 92 100 38 81 "
•!:i',. 200 " " 200 S9 117
i_. .. 400 . 400 •t
i-
i TO,t:al Cone Polarization (aV)!, I 5_o(=al Cofle Polarization (aY)
• 3N-4/1 • (ReducedlOxldizod) 9N-4 _1 ;(Reduced/Oxldlzed)
• ' Cuzrerd: Den 27°C O_l_:ent:Den 27°C
,,J
: i _cm 2 _nodie Cathodic _cm 2 Anodie Cathodic
:_" 1 1 .S 1 2 4.
• : 3 2 6 3 3 10
;' 6" 4 ._ 6 4 17
• ;' 12 ' 10 13 12 ? 33
25 20 2S 2S 23 _;8 "
50 35 43 50 S2 91
:" .100 63 92 ' 100 12_ 97
;tOO "83 147 " 200 181.
• ' 400 . 400 '
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EUCTBODB: Platinized Ti ,Sheet - RQeOlIBed 8it:fiXtUre !
FLOWIU,13s 300 ©e/mln, I_.MBRN_E:Na£ion-120 j
Yol:al Cone Polarl:a'tion {mV_ Total Cone Polari:ation (mV) ' l
3N I/6.25 (Reduced/Oxldlzed) ,9,N-1/6.25 (Reduc'edlOxidlzed) _ !
Cuz,c_It Dan. 27oc , Cuc:c_t Don. 27°C , , ' i
mA/c._ 2 /_nodlc Cat:hodJ.c m_s./e_2 Anod£c Cat.hodlc
1 6 1 1 2 1 •
3 16 " 2 " 3 5 3 "
6 31 4 6 9 5
12 52 7 12 18 6 i
;IS 92 16 25 32 21 ,_
,'SO 142 45 50 51 2S
100 9S 100 27
200 619 200 111 i
• 400 400
,
_otal 'Cone Polarization (mY) Total Cone Polarization (mV)
3N-4/1 • (Rmi_Icod/Oxidi zed) 9N-4/1 (Reduced/,Oxidized)
Cuzzent: Den. 27°C Cuzzent Den. 27°C
l=/_/cm 2 _.rtod£c Cathodic l_/u'_ 2 IAnod£e CathodJ.c
1 5" S 1 4 ;l
3 14 6 3 18, 17
6 26 10 6 21 18 :
12 48 18 12 41 3.1 /:_
25 8S 3S 2S 8S 61 /, _
so 144 ss so _ss _oo
_oo _ loo _;,_ nl
200" $32 200 604 ISO •
,ILO0 400
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_,_ oven with this precaution,the 5:1 sslutiondid not seem to be too stable.
), A brownishsludgeformcdon the walls of the reservoirand insidethe
' electrodechamberduringoperation. _io countersolutionused for this
+2 f]owingat 300 cc/minon a Aui! couplewas IM I:I Cu(NH3) I/Cu(Nll3)4 e
" _! screen. The membranechosen for this couplewas Nafion=120becauseof
_ i,i the higher pli.
_ i. Au Screen = FrontalStructure. This electrodewas
a gold expanded mesh in a frontal structure. Polarization measurements
', for this structure,which gave the best performance,are shown in Table XXIII.
il iio _Per°us.Carbon._"RecessedStructure. This electrode
I: consistedof 5 mg/cm2 Vulcancarbon (20_Teflon as binder)ona gold grid
!,,
• I. supportin a recessedstructure. Resultsare shown in Table XXIV.
:_i!" iiio Au-Activated...... Carbon,,Frontal..... Structure. This
. electrodeconsistedof 4°5 mg/cm2 Vulcancarbon C20_Teflon as binder)
t
,. activatedwith 0.5 mg/on2 Au, on a gold grid supportin a frontalstructure.
i' Resultsare shown in Table XXVo
!_ iv. Au-ActivatedCarbon- RecessedStructure. This
l:i
_ electrode consisted of 4.5 mg/cm_ Vulcan carbon (20_ Teflon as binder),i
!il activatedwith 0.5 mg/cm_ Au, on a gold grid supportin a recessedstructure.
I:i Polarizationmeasurementsare shown in Table XXVI.
!! ,
•. _i d. Cr r+s (IN HC!)
' .,! CrCI2 solubilityin HCI continuedto pose problemsin this
• li
_i phase of the program. A pound of CrCl2 was purchasedfrom ROC/RICChemicals.
_i Their cataloguelistsCrCl2 as very solublein H20. Therefore,we
attempted to dissolve this material in both 1-120and HC1 (in various
concentrations: 1M, 3M, 6N) using a glove box under N2 atmosphere. Results
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' +2; ' _'ABLSXXXXXCu(_ 3 _3.)._ - eO_.nZZATZON_SUa_S.TS
_, coNcem_Txo.- 1. cu(Im_l/cu(m.s)12(1..acl +o,ol. ,_
"i + EI_CTIIOD- " ALl screen - 4Prontal st_cture
FLOW_TB - 300 cc/min.
.
'+ ' MF.M_IANIL N.fion-120 '
• "_:'+ ' Toeal Cone I polnrlZ-tion (my) . "y.
,:+ ;;,:'+,, '1M 1/4, (Roducod/Oxidtzdd) •% . <:. i
.,-, . +r_+.+i_ CuzrentDen. 2"7°C " 50°4= '
' ' ._ "" i i |
Z++ _! 1 5 . S . 2 3
• + _!+ : " • 3 1S. 16 7 8
+'- i; .. 6 "32 30 14 I1
': 12 65 62 30 23
.: _,: II5 ." 165 86 . . 45 40
: !_i + SO • 357 129 1i3 . 37e
:_.+.++
- }/! 100 674 854. 285 56*
-+* ' _, 200 ° °
": 400
• i i
Tot:al C:one Polariza_lon (mY)
r 1M 511 (Reduced/O_tdi zed)
-- , , i , _ i i Jn n nm u i
Oa_zentDen, 27_C " 50°C
-_, --
'_ti " A I
' l_/ciu _ Anod:l.el Cat:hodtc nod£c CathodJ.e
.:i: .. 1 7 i 4 1
3" 24 15 S. 4
: 6 4t _s is _)
I .12 76 71 24 22 ",
+_ii 25 ' 109 207 4S 57. • • .
" S0 ." 159 478 51. 127
li 100: . 66" llSS . 65 3S8
I!' 200 37. l,SS 5Z* 6,!', . 4
• tR correction large
+-" I -77- °
.. ..... +.................
....... . .,,'p
_:+ ........+ + 00000001-TSG01

........ I II L II I ! i i i [i ii ii ii i q_
,_,.:
i'I
•
--" +t " -" _"
'ii CONC2_P.ATION 1M Cu1,_3)2 /CulNH3) 4'': (1M NaCl .+ 0.01M NaOH)
_i BLECT_0DR 4.5 rag/era2Vulcan eazbon '120_TrY-l,ae_vaCed wLth '
'i m
i: 0.5 rag/ca2 gold, on' gold gzid suppozt - Fzontgl S_ruc_uze
* _" FU)_ _ATB - 300 co/mLn
'il _ - Na_ton-120
i!" ,,,_;.aleo.c rol._.i..fo. (_
_...
Cu=_n_Den. 27°C .' _0oc
mA/,cm 2 Anodlc Cathod$.c Anodlc Cathodi_
l 20 14 4 3.
1
-- 3 58 43 10 "9
I!; 6 1i8 83 19 14
[, _2 "248 165 40 25
_. • 2,5, . _23 301 95 42
ti 50 1037 45G 210 5S-.
100 1142 851 530
_, 200 1182 1.371
_; 400
i!'
1M 5/1 e _t_tze _,,:._
rn n n II N • p U n i,_
 -/oe  0oe i.i
i.. lxlA/em2 _mod:l.c _thodi'c Ancxlic r.._thodio _
_i . 3 33 18 1 4 " ' ;:'
:
G 74 71 2 g
12 153 128 3 " l_
:' 100: 877 1434 "400 293
25 ' 445 336 11 76 ".. if:
50 748 605 41 122
200
400
.- r..- ,..
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_i with H20 and HCI were the same. A small amount did seem to dissolvefl
[! forming a blue-_reen solution, but gassing started immediately, and the
mixtures became very hot, esB_cially those with acid. When the reaction
_ ii settled down, there was a large amount of sludge on the bottom of the
• ! container and some chromous chloeide in solution.
!:.. Ii A number of manufaoturers of CrCI2 were contacted about th4s
" _i problem of insolubil]'ty without much success. It has been suggested
_!"_- _I that the solubility problem _Ight be _he result of the method of
""_,',_" I preparation of the C_I 2 used by the manu£acturer, i.e_ if the reduced form
::,:,_:_, _!_ of the chloride was _ade by H2-reduction of the h_dra_ed oxidized form,
-,?_ [! then insoluble oxyc'L, ides could be formed very easily; if a_ anhydrous
-_- __ oxidized form was used _.,st'cad, the pure (soluble) chromous chloride would
_/" t,_ result. Therefore,. the problem _ay have been that there was some
_. oxychloride mixed with the chromous chloride in all of our samples. This
:i_:_:: _! seemed plausible in view of the fact that the chemicals we had purchase_
"il_i_,,_: were all Very green-grey, and CrCl 2 is reported to be white in the
-::_.... !'i Handbook of Physics and Chemistry. Unfortunately, chemical manufa_:turers
i: _! were reluctant to reveal the method by which they prepared their CrCI 2
-i:" i_ so that we were unable to locate an appropriate souroe of this material,
_:_..:! I i/''
....: _! Because of these solubility problems, we attempted to form the Cr +_ :' '
!
,, I
" _i electrolytical_y in solution _rom Cr.+s in t_o redox ratios: a IM 1:4 and ;__
i'i',!i_i aim 6.25:1 solution. The I_ 1:4 sol.ution preparation was successful,
}/ and this solution wes tested. However_ we were unable to complete '_
_i preparation of the IN 6.25:1 solution. The final composition that we i}
4
! obtained was _ 5:2 ratio and attempts to reduce it further were not i'2
'_'i practicsl. The time for Cr+s reduction to Cr+_ was excessively long, and
..:.._.._,-........_ .....,. ..,... .._ ................., .. ._.......:......:,-...-=.-._-,=_._ _ _.-_=_
UUUUUUU/ l_,._-_J_
t-- . .............................. i i t i. ...
the efficiency of co_version had dropped to _ I0_, Theregore_ this
solutic_ was used only as the counter e10ctrode solutlon i_ testing
the 1M 1:4 preparation, ....
mentioned above problems had been occurrln_ with this partlcular membrane.
A_ter._peyati_n at 50°Cj. the membrane generally developed cracks, O_ the
recommendation of Ionlcs, we pretreated th_ membrane in 1N_£i at 50°C" -
60°C _or one hour before assembl.ing the cell, This procedure alleviated
the cracking problem in subsequent operation of the cell,
• i. AU Screen- Frontal St_r_¢ture • This electrode was
a gold expanded mesh in a £ron_al structure. During the course of these
.:' and the following measurements a reddish-brown coating Was observed to
' _. form on the walls of the reservoir, and the surface of the electrode,
•. :. possibly Indicating the precipitation of CrCI2 during operation.
_.... Polarlzatlon measurements are shown in Table X_TII.
;. il. Porous Carbon - Recessed Structure. This electrode
'- _ ....... i i _ L _ | ...........
_,-' consiste&_.5 mg/cm 2 Vulcan cgrbou (20_ Teflon-as binder)on a gold
|
:_ pla_Qd tantalum screen support in a recessed, structure, Polarization
- mea.-,u_ements are shou_ in-_able XkTIII, ,_
.• .. , ill, Au-Activated Carbon - Frontal Structure. This. electrode................................ i
'i
_ _ consisted of Vulcan carbon. (20_ Teflon) activated with 0.5 mg A_/cm 2 on.
a gold plated tantalum screen support° The structure was frontal.
- Polarization measurements are shown in Table XXIX. |
iv, Au-Activated Carbon -Recessed - structure, Thls
electrode consisted of 4.5 mg/cm _ Vulcan carbon (205 Teflon binder) ii
/
•, -82-
. _
° °"'° ° °' " ° 00000001-TSG06
activated with O.S mg/¢ma Au On gel. plated tantalum screen support.
The structure was recessed. Polari_ measurem6nts are show_
in Table XXX.
L
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T()tal C_nO Polarization (mV)
1M 1/4 (Reduced/Oxidized)
• Curzent Den. 27°C ' " 50oc
| ,
mA;cm 2 An(xltc Cathodic Rnodic Cathodic
,,,, ,, ,
1 126 141 27 .38
3 146 207 53 84
• 6 161 1020 137 125 "
12 181 1074 ]_6.1- 745-
25 .19o 1094 l_S lo2s
• 50 190. 1127 .182 lo4s
100 1210
200 . -.
Fm
I •
' 400'
' *iR-co_tlon ,large /'),
4
'n !,i ,i
t
I
o
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' CONCIgfI'RkTION- IN CrC12/CrC1$ (IM HC1)
BLECTRODB - S .qi/cm2 Vulcan Carbon (20_.TFE) on gold l_lated
t_taltun screen -' recessed structure .
PLOWRATE - 300 cc/mtn.
' MI_41_RN_III - 103-QTJ_-183 .
_° •
• i ' " o
Yotal con(: Polarization (u,V),
1g 1/4 (Reduced/Oxidlzed)
Cuzzent Den. 27°C ' 500C
mA/c_ 2 P.nod£c Cathodic Anod£c Cathodic
I .... 145 78 2_ "Z67
3..... 20S 141 77 204
6 243 516 105 479
12 347 1226 162 746
25 559 1320 254 1374
50 657 1428 606 1431
.-100 1313 1557 ?.3
200
400 " '
7 "I
___.
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- +2,,._+3 .T_z,_xxzx _z ,,vr_ eo_z_Tz_ _Sua_s
I
concem_T;oN.- 1MCrCl2/CrCi_ (1M.Cl)
ELBCTRODIZ .' - 4.5 mglcm2 Vulcan carbon (20% "TPE), activated with
' O.S mg Au on sold plated tantalum screenp frontal structure
FLOWliATE " 300 cc/mln.
MEMBRANE " 1.03-QZL-183 ' " .
Totalconcl ,ol..i"tio. (.v)
1M 114, (Reduced/Oxldi.zed,) _ ,
rcuD:zest Den. "27°C 50°c
• J I m, i i • ii
n_/cm 2 Anodic Cathodic _'_odi'c Cathodic
ii i ! |i i • i , ....
1 -58 93 35" 6
i
• 3 88 196 46. 174
6 " 102 348 1:32" 236"
12 llS 944 324" 671
25 lz4 116_ s40 lOS2
• 50 469 1290 603 1129 "'"
zoo sz9 6_2 121:,
_ 200
i: '
!_ 400 "
• L
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I T_ xxx e,_+2/Cz+3-Po_szzA_zos _As_s
' CONCENTRATION- IN CrCI2/CrCI 3 (IM HCI)
I ELECTRODE " 4.5 mg/cm2 Vulcan carbon (20% TPE], activated with
0,S mg Au, on gold plated tantalum 'screen-recessed structure
FLOWRATE " 300 cc/min.
MEMBRANE " 103"qZL_I$3t
e
i I .Total Cone Polarlzatlon-(sV)
i IM 1/4 (Reduced/0xidized)
• Cu_:zent Den. 27 °C ' 50°C
mA/cnn2 Anodlc Cathodic Anodlc Cathodic
i i i
1 111 9S 375 162
3 144 152 444 1174 .
• 6 175 579 502" 1443"
25 SS9 1165 6S2 2039 !:I
50 505 1211 867 2127 _
100 577 • 1340 928
200 ..
!i.
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: I TABLE XXXI _p..P_NCI_C_IJJT,__PO_F_T.,T_SVS. SATU_,_ED CALOMELRLECTROD_
; Rodox Cou1p._ OCV vs. SCE _Volts)
,_ sa_ charaod 80_6 dtsch_lr_o d
27°C - 50VC 27°C _;O_C i
i i JJl
Fe+2/Fe +3 1M 3M 1M 3M 1M 3M 1M 3M
(1M HC1) 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.43 0.42 0.45 0.42
i, , ,m
86_ charged 8096 discharged
27oc 27vC
Br'/Br 3 3N 9N 3N 9N
(NaBr) 0.82 0.79 0.77 0,75
j
•, I II
I - 83_ charged 80,°6 discharged
27oc 50oC 27oC SOoC
+1 +2
Cu(NH3) 2 /Cu (NH3) 4 1M 1M 1M 1M
(1H NaC1 + 0.01 NaOH) -0.39 -0.3S -0.30 -0.28
, _t
1
8096discharged ' ,
'. 270C ,., 50°C il; il'i
Cr+2/Cr +3 1H 1M ii'
(IM HCl) -0.69 -0.66 .!
)i
l
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_} C. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTSOF TASK II
+; I_-_rder to con_mre the effect of different electrode 5trueture_ and
materials on the performance of rodox flow reactors the data presented in
+ Tables _ through XXX have been rearranged as shown in Tabto_ XXXII through
_' XLV to show the performance of all four electrodes for a particular rcdox !+
' couple, under fixed conditions of concentration and temperature. Because of iiI
,i
the large number of varlahles studied, as called for by the Work Statement of :i
i
this Contract, optimization of structures and operating conditions (flow rate, _ii
electam4yte gapp membrane, etc.) and considerations of flow reactor theory, %f
_! have not been possible. Conclusions regarding electrode structure and materialsI! 'apply only to the very specific structures and conditions used; conclusions
regarding concentration and temperature are intended to show broad trends. :
Comparison of the performance of the d__-electrode configurations
, for the Fe+_/Fe +s couple (Table XXXII to XXXV) shows that in general structure D,
I_ a "within the cavity"structure, based on graphite cloth (as used at NASA-Lewis)
_! delivers the best performance of all the tested structures, in the current
density range prior to a clear concentration limitation. Next in performance
was structure B_, followed by A (both recessed structures). Structure C_, a
frontal structure, was the least effective. It should be kept in mind, however,
g
that in all cases iR drop has been eliminated; this means that, in addition to :_p
the iR drop of the membrane and any iR drop attributable to the counter i
electrode (which will be the same in the tests of the four structures), the
+_+ electrolyte resistance intrinsic to a recessed structure has also been eliminated
• _ The contribution of this iS-drop can be changed by changing the size of the
!i
? electrolyte gap. In Table XLVI, iR values are shown for the g_p used in this
; -89-
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studyj at a current density of !00 mh/cm 2, Also, it should he repeated that
the poorer performance observed with the frnntaI structure anplies only to
the specific structure used hero, a rather open meshed screen (80 mesh}, and
is not a general concluslon applicable to all frontal structures.
There are indications in the test data for the Fo È¤¨ couplethat in
, cases of low reactant concentration (such ar charging from charged state,
Table XXXV) electrode structure D (graphite cloth) becomes diffusion limited
at rather low current densities. In such casesp the other structu..s may
have higher limiting currents. The relative merits o¢ the different struct_tres
must also be evaluated in terms of the effect of flow rate and the impact of
_hls flow rate on pumping requirements for each structure, especially when
comparing the vastly different conditions of frontal and recessed structures .
on the one hand, and cavity filling structures (flow through porous structures)
• on the other hand. Such e£fects are best studied in a syscematic manner using
electrochemical r_actor theory.
In the redox flow reactor experiments with the Br'/Br_ couple (Tables XXXVI
to gXXIX) the best short-term, IR-correcced, performance was obtained with
electrode _, a thick porous carbon recessed structure, followed very closely
in performance by electrode B, a thin graphite-paper, frontal structure.
(Same comments regarding JR-correction for Fe+2/Fe+3 apply here, see Table XLVI).
In general, the short-term performance with the Br'/Br_ couple is quite
.: encouraging. Selectlon of electrode materials for the long_term, practical
tests must consider corrosion effects.
The Cu(NH3)_I/Cu(NH3)_2 couple showed moderate performance under conditions
of high concentration of reactant (Tables XL and XLII). The performance
deteriorated markedly under the studied conditions, in all cases of depleted
-90-
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ii reactant (Table XLI to XLIII). In the latte_ cases increasing temperature ....
: i ten_ed to increase the limiting current substantially. The best perforn_nce
f:'
r
I:i wa._ o_,taiued with electrode A, followed by electrode C (both are frontal
_,' structu:'es activated with gold)
"" i Th_ experiments with the Cr+2/Cr +3 couple showed very high polarizations.
"i. " " "in all _a_:=, even at current densities lower th_ 3 n_/cm 2 . Differences
_ _ between structures are not significant under these conditions.
__: _,"
-91-
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ITABLE XXXTI. COMPARISON OF ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION PERFORMANCEFOR
TI_ Fe+2/Fo+s COUPLE (DISCHARC,ING IN THE CHARGED STATE)
Red/Ox..ratlo = I/6.25; Cathodic Performance
• . TOtal conc. 1M TelU). 270C Total Codc. 3M Temp. 27oc
Current Polarization (mY) Current Polar_Lzation (mY)
: Density Venslt_
(mA/cm_) A* B C V OnA[_ _) A B C D
I 3 i 2 - 1 3 2 4 1
3 4 $ 8 1 $ ,11 4 13 4
0 9' 5 16 - 6 24 6 25 "7
lz 18 1i 31 3 12 49 14 52 17
z5 40 ' 24 63 11 25 104 24 109 48
50' 83 43 122 26 50 192 34 217" 99
io_ 1§3 101 234 81 -- i00 358 148 435 232
200 525 323 436 116 200 748 587 812 407
40d 925 864 812 1396 400 897 497
Total Conc. 1M Tam). 50oc Total Conc. 3M Temp. 507C
Current Polarization (mV) Current Polarization (mY)
Denstt_ , Denslt_ t
(mA/_n _) A B C V (mA/cm_) A B C D
1 1 1 - T 1 3 3 - 1
3 s 3 1 2 3 5 4 3
"'6 6 4 ,6 4. 6 12 7 11 .4
:. _ _" 12 12 10 16 - 12 2_ 13 25 10
!" i i" ' 25 26 20 33 13 25 _7 .29 SO 28
" 51_ 37 38 65 34 50 Z_9 48 106 64 i
;: ldO 11'7 80 131 87 100 295 186 226 156
:. 200 332 '168 253 109 2,00 592 303 426 29S
." 4'00 939 ,343 497 249 400 602 - 683 89,8_ 528
• "'¼
J
,i i/'
- * Configurations: A - 5 mg/cm2 Vulcan Carbon (20% TPB) on. gold
.,. plated tantalum screen - recessed structure
B - 0.5 mg Pt/cm 2 on 4.5 mg Vulcan Carbon/cm _
. (20% TFE) on gold screen - recessed structure
'" C - Pt screen - frontal st ucture
....... V - Graphite Cloth Electrode "Within the Cavity"
'. structure
-92-
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I TABLE XXXIII. COMPARISON OF ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION PERFORMANCE FOR!I COUPLE{DISC GINGDIS  GEDSTAT•' _,J
__" Red/Ox ratio = 4_/1; CathOdic Per£ovmance
Total COdc. 1M " Ted). 27oC
i L
Current Polarlzatlan (mY) Current Polarization CmV}
Density Densit_
CmAl ')A" s c D CmA/=e)^ c D
i
1 1 3 2 - 1 6 2 3 1
• i i
5 2 9 5 2 3 13 6 8 3
'" 0 6 17 il S 6 20' 9 17 6
_2 13 5d 23 1_ 12 37 20 34 11
Z5 31 _5 49 2#,, '25. 73 40 10 "26
50 6_ 132 _7" 47 "50 1_1 71 1_S 49
iud 149 216 193 121 100" 671 213 274 126
200' " 557 764 441 148 200 i1816 IOnS 536 2314 '1 9'7 89 1 4 [430 "4 1525 1431
Total Conc. IM' -Temp. 50Oc Tot.a1Cone. 3M Temp. 50oc
Current Polarization (mV) Current Polarization (mY)
Density Denstt_
(mA/cmz) _ B C D (mA/c==) A B C D
1 1 1 - - 1 - - 2 -
3 2 3 2 1 3 . l _ -
6 4 7 5 ' 2 " 6 1 2 10 2, im
12 10 13 12 6 12 4 6 19 4
25 21 30 27" ! 2 25 9 15 38 7
' 50 42 61 54 22 50 20 33 73 8
' "100 84 92 113 74 100 75 41 153 56
'200' 255 119 222 12.3 '2,00 I 182, 185 303 103
-400 1259 565 476 1290 400 608 635 1654
*-Con£1guratlons: A - 5 mg/cm=.Vulcan Carbon C20_ TFE) on gold
plated tantalum screen - recessed structure
B - 0.5 mg Pt/cs = on 4.5 mg Vulcan Carbon/cm 2
(20_ TFE) on gold screen - recessed structure
C - Pt screen - £rontal structure
D - Graphite Cloth Electrode 'Within the Cavity"
structure
-93-
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TABLE XXXIV. COMPARISONOF ELECTRODECONFIGURATIONPERFORMANCEFOR
" THE Fe+_/Fe ˜_CHARGING IN THE DISCHARGED STATE_
Red/Ox ratio = 4/1; Anodic Performance
Total Cone. 1H Temp. 27oc Total Conc. 3H Temp. 27oc
i
Current Polarlzation (mV) Current Polarization (mV)
Densit_ " Denslt_
CmA/cm')-I A* B C D CmA/cmz) A B C D
I - 6 2 - 1 8 I 2" -
#
3 2 19 7 1 3 16 2 8 I
6 _ 38 13 2 6 40 6 16 S
lZ' 6 76 25 4 12 90' 8 35 10
'_5 12 152 54 : 8 25 187 1_ 74 2S
gO" 24 279' 101 13.. 50 357 38 150 50
too 59 366 205 40 I00 686 99 302 172
2do 188 448 403 268 200 1075 223 59_ 309
400 993 546 758 1290 400 1495 606 529
Total Conc. IM Temp. 50oc ' Total Conc.3M Temp. 50°C
Current Polarization (mY) Current Polarization (mY) .
.Denslt_ -" Denslt_
(mA/cm_) 'A" , B C D _mA_c__) A B. C V
1 1 2 - 1 1" ,, 1 - 1 -
5 ' 2 6 2 2 5 = 2 3 1
6 _ i3 S 3 6 2 2 7 -
12 '"{_ 25 14 6 12 4 2 IS 3 ,
25 15 56 30 I0 25 7 6 54 7
50 50 156 59 18 50 15 12 75 10-
100 66 265 !' 122 48 100 30 101 150 38
2l)0 ].46 295 I 245 177 :_00 58 - 308 92_lJl) ' 761 38 494 560 400 162 62 357
'!
h
t "
* Configurations: A - 5 mg/cmR Vulcan Carbon (20_ TFE) on gold o
plated tantalum screen - recessed structure
B - 0.5 mg Pt/cm2 on 4.5 mg Vulcan CaTbon/cm_
(20_ TFE) on gold screen - recessed structure
C - Pt screen - frontal structure
D - Graphite Cloth Electrode '_Ithin the Cavity"
structure
-94-
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!, TABLE XXXV. COMPARISON OF ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION PERFORMN_CE FOR
i TH_ Fe*2/Fe PLE(CHARGING IN CHARGED STATE)
i"
! Red/Ox ratio = I/6.25; Anadlc Performance
', _rotal Conc..1M Temp. 27uC Total Conc. 3M Temp. 27°C
"_ m i is=
'Current Polarization (mV) Current Polarization (mV)
Densit_ Densit_
ii C-A/ore')A- B' c b (mA/c__) _" B c DF_.} ,, j j
-i
• I 1 I 2 6 I 4 1 4.1 1.
:;. 3 4 - 6 6 3 10 - 12 3
Ji 6 7 2 14 7 • 6 20 2 25 _;
._ lZ i6 2; 28 "7 12 41 ._ .50" 11
_:_i _s 38 lO 6o 12 2s 80 14 lO_ z_
=._ 50- 74 2"4 126 18 SO 173 27 21,7"
=_i_ - loo 173 167 276 448 100" 4a,5 ,16,8 481 55
::_I 200 I_585. 676 816 908 200 i 972 553 1239 603
" | ,
!_:_ "400 ' " 816 1435 3018 400 $55 62"3
:,,I Current Polarization (mY} Current Polarization (mY)
ii.i'il Densit_ Densit_
,,i_ "C_/cm") A B C- D O,A/cm') X B C D
1 2 1 - - 1 3- 1 - 1
3 "8 2 1 1. 3 6 3 3 ..T
_- 6 17 4 S 5 6 12 5 9 5
-:t
_:! _2 36 8 12 s I-2....23 8 23 9
::I_ 25 77 17 29 14 25 42 18 51 _350 152 34 62 _9 SO 96 35 106 20
::_,lit- ',_ 100 207 105 132 232 100 120 92 22_ 8Q
- - • 200 421 20() 272 8_'8 200 393 194 495 278
:"_._"i 4()() ' "9";41 785 683 3438 400 474 1._15
_. * Configurations: A - 5 mg/cma Vulcan Carbon (20_ TFE) on gold
I plated tantalum screen - recessed structure
8 - 0.5 mg Pt/cm _ on 4.5 mg Vulcan Carbon/cm _
."i: (20_ TFE) on gold screen - recessed structure
{ C - Pt screen - frontal structure
_ D - Graphite Cloth Electrode '_ithln the Cavity"
_iI" structure
_I"
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,,- _ TABLEXX_CVI,.CO_ARtSONOFELECTROD_CONFIGUP_TIONPERFOR_NCEFOR
T,HE_I3.r._..Br_COUPLE (DISCHARGING IN CHARGEDSTATB_
Red/Ox ratio = I/6,25; Cathodic Performance
- TOtal Cone. 3N Temp. _7oc
., Current P_larization. CmV)
Densit_
 ii:ii 's c D
1 - 1 1 " 4
_-_ 3 1 3 2 9
_, 6 " 2 4 4 11
i A_:':'-. lZ 3 9 7 19
:_,,.-..i,_., _., 25 I, 7 17 16 33
.... : 5'U 13 36 43 61
:_:g', 1U0 48 92 95 136
_."i': ' _UO 68 619 204
,,_. 4od
iii!::
L _:_"-
_.,,.:,:.,
_":! " _otal ConO. 9N Temp. 27Oc
L_":,I,.I: Cu_ent Polarization (mY)
;._:_-, 1 1 2 i 3
i :/:': 3 2 3 3
:_.., 6 2 5 5 6
_:- 12 6 10 6 12
i °i:_:- 25 11 21 21 25
_, 50 25 37 25 43i
:,!! 100 4.1 81 ,27 70
l" 200 70 117 111 160
4oo
!:..::. *Configurations: A - Porous Carbon - recessed structure
. B - Teflonated Graphite Paper C4.5 mg TFE/cm2) -•, frontal structure i_
i ',;. C - Platlnized Ti Sheet - recessed structure _
..j./,.!... D- 4.5 mg RuO2 on Tt Screen- frontal structure
"!;i: -96-
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i TABLE XXXVII._ COMPARISON OF ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION PERI_ORMANCEFOR
THE,Br,'/Br_ COUPLE _DISfHARGIN_-IN DISCHARGEDSTATE)
Red/Ox ratio = 4/I; Cathodic performance
• ." ._;_,. Total .iCon¢. 3N Tell. 27Oc
_: Cu_ent Volari.tion (mv)
!:i Denstt'l "
rl c-/='),, c o
1 - s 5 1
_" 2 6 6 4i
0, ,5 8 1,0 5
12 10 13 18 12
Z_ '20 25 35 77
50" ' 39 43 ' 55 54
_[UO 77 92 227 123
200 151 147 332 185
4oo '
Total To,. 27OG
Cu."mt Po;ari_ation(a_V) !i""3Densit_l(,LVcm')! ^ S c _..
1 1 4 4 2 _$ 5 10 17 6
6 '6 17 18 12 !,ii
12 11 33 33 25
l'2s' 23 58 61 47
50 33 91 _00 85
100 58 9'7 111 94
200 " " isi _so isd
400 ..... . i_
_i_ _ i
*ConfigUrations: A - Porous Carbon - recessed structure ._
B - Teflonated Graphite Paper (4.5 mg TFE/cm2) - ,_
frontal structure ,_
C - Platlnized TI Sheet - recessed structure :
D - 4.5 mg RuO2 on Ti Screen - frontal structure
-97-
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• "" '::i! TABLE XXXVIII.COMPARISONOF ELECTRODECONFIGURATIONPERFORMANCEFOR
' "....'i_ _E Br'/Br__.COUPLE.(CHARGINGI DISCHARGED_STATE)
_; Red/Ox ratio = 4/1; Anodtc performancei!
t
I Total Conc. 3N Temp. 27°C
:" !_ Current Polarization (mV)
__ Density _
_" i,l .0LV='). A' "B c v
i " "
!= 1 1 I s.
• _ 3" _ 2 14 3t-
i - i
:_:" O _ 4 26 S
i i_'_ lz 13 10 48 1.l
_-:_.=. z5 23 20 85 2,2
! :... 5.u 37 35 144 42
i ',_ 100 70 63 85 j
_,:'" 201J 83 83 111
:.... 400
_-:. ToCai Conc. 9N Temp. 27oc
....:,._ Current Polarlzitlon CmV)
_"., C_/c_"). _ s c .
.;.,,
::,:., I 1 2 4 2
*,';:- ' " 3 3 3 18 4
.../
,, 6 , 4 , 4 21 6
12" S 7 41 13
...." ,, 25 20 23 85 29
_i;" 50 45 52 15S 7'2
',- 100 i65 I29. 377 208
' 26'01 504. ' 604 356
L ,:.;, 1 ...... 1
,?;i": ' 400'
i: *Configura.tions: A- Porous Carbon - recessed structure !
B - Teflonated Gral_htte Paper C4.5 mg TFE/cm2) - ii
." frontal structure _,,
_,;.: C - Platlnlzed TI Sheet - recessed structure
,.-: D - 4.5 mg RuO2 on TI Screen - frontal structure
I_ -98-
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TABLE XXXIX. COMPARISON OF ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION PERFORMANCE FOR
THE B_'_Br_ COUPLE(CHARGINGIN CHARGEDSTATE)
Red/Ox ratio - 1/6,2S; Ahodlc performance
:': _otat Colic. 5N Tern ). 27oc
I
Cmcent Polarization OaVJ
Density
C.M__) ^- n c D
1 - 2 6 1
L 5 _16 4
6 2 8 31 8
12 5 13 52 18
Z_ S 2_ 92 31
S0 " 16 49 i42 57
lUlJ 24 117 100
ZOb 116
400
,TptalConc. 9_ Temp, 27°C
Current Polarization (mV)
Density
(_Jc='} A d c D
1 1 2 2 1 ':_
3 - 2 3 S 3 ti_
6 3 5 "9 7
i
12 6 7 18 12
-- 2S 11 16 32 24
50 24 28 S1 48
100 36 38 74
200 75 59 1S6
4O0
(.
*Con£iguccttons: A - Porous Carbon-- recessed structure
B - Teflonated G_aphiCe Paper (4.5 mg TFE/cm2) -
£rontal .structure
C - Platlnized TI Sheet - recesse_ structure
D - 4,5 mg RuO2 on Ti Screen - £rontal structure
-99-
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", TABLE XI,. COMPARISON OF ELECTRODE CONFInURATION PERFORMANCE FOR
THE Cu(NH3)_I/CU{NH3)_2....COUPLE {DISCHARGING._ _IN CHARGED STATE)
:'"'i"- Red/Ox ratio = 5/11 Anodtc Perfo_anco
_.t Total Cone. IM- Tern). 27oc _
"i Current Polarization (mV)
,. i'ii Density
i:! c .
,, .7 _ 3-_ 12 2:3
. : :,,, 3 24 99 33 66
_ _:' O 41 i84. 74 120
:': 1_I 1_ 76 34,5 153 229
:.._:_ _ 2.5 109 537' 445 256
--" _i 50 139 115T 748 323
'_._ 100 - 661" 4_45T 877
__= If!. zoo 57% 505T
_ _ 400 '
'_-:': '11oral Conc. ',tM ' Temp. S0OG
_ Current Polarization (mV)
-_/-., Density
=". ^ s c D
.._._,_s. _ I 4 4 1 S
=_' ' 3 8 l12 1 11e' ill Hi H
6 15 20 2 18
"': 12 24 38 5 34ii
----"',_ 2S 45 65 11 50
_" 5p 51 125 , 41 7B.
: l" :l: 100 • 65 155 400 56ti
-: '_ 200 51T 179
_: 400
_l:" _iR correction large _/:
I':. *Con£iguratlons - A - Art .screen.- frontal structure-
:":,. B - 5 mg/cm_ Vulcan carbon (20_ TFE) on gold grid - i:il
recessed structure !_',
" C - 4.5 mg/cm_ Vulcan carbon (20_ TFE)_ activated with
_ : me k " 0" 5 mg/cm_ gold, on gold grid support - frontal
} structure
". D - 4.5 mg/cm2 Vulcan carbon (20_ TFE), activated with
...... O.S mg/cm2 gold on gold grid support - recessed
structure
}
I.
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....."_""S,J_/uEtSHxG COUPLE CHARaIN__.IN.DISCI-IA
............. : ---"_., .... (..... RGED BTA_E).
.. Red/Ox ratio _ 1/4; Cathodic performaflco
Total Cone. IM T_mp. _7oc
I'
Curreat Polartzae_on (mY)
;+ OensLty
(M/_') A'_ B. C D i
' 1 5 16 14 19!
3 16 S0 43 59
O 30 98 83 113
• !t! _z 62- is3 16s 21s• .Z_. 86 333 301 36050 129 349 456 541
i lU0 854 851'+ zoo i1371
. 400
" i'!
i'
B
B
li Total Cone. 1M Tear). 50oc
I'J
!i Current _larization. CmV) "
_" (u_/=) A .s c._ _.-
' " i Densit[
1 3. 6 '3 10
i
$ 8 13 9 28
6 11 27 1"4 63"
12 23 44 25 122
_ 25 40 81 42 224
SO 37_ 621" 55 410-
100 56 271" 638
200.
400
..... i
"FiR
correction 1•arge !ii /"+_
*Configurations - A - Au screen - Prontal structure .:
,,!
B - 5 mg/cm = Vulca_ carbon (20_ TFE) on gold grid - _
recessed structure >
C - 4.5 mg/cm2 Vulcan carbon (20_ TFE), activated with :_
O,S mglcm_ gold, on Bold grid support - frontal :i
structure i
D - 4.5 mg/cm 2 Vulcan carbon (20_s TFE), activated with
. 0.5 mg/cm 2 gold on gold grid support - recessed
structure
-102- •
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p_I TABLE XL_II, COHPARISON OF ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION PERFORMANCE FCR
1Rod/Ox ratio = 5/I; Cathodic Performance i_
)o i
!
,_; Curxent Polarization (mY) t
Density
,. (,_I'-',')^- . c o i
i_ ')I; J ]
I 5 11 8 9 J,
I, " 3" 15 54 18 28 I
_; b 33 78 71 63 ' 1
" i' lz 71 171 128 147 ;
_.i 25 207 494, 356 4,35
: i! .50 478 1166 605 1010 J
" 'l'tJu 115_ 2666 1434 1690 _
ZOO 1985" "
: _'. 400
_ Current Polarl zatlon (my) .
., (_m.'Vcm_) _ B C D
: !__ 1 1 `3 2 `3
'" !!i 3 4 7 4 7
""'! 6 10 17 9 17
i 12 22 `37 15 3_
::i 25 57 96 76 106
50 127 217 122 220
100 358 550 293 602
200 091
400
!,
t_i •
• Configurations - A - Au screen - frontal structure
B - 5 mg/cm _ Vulcan carbon (20% TFE) o_ gold grid -
recessed structure
C - 4.5 mg/cm2 Vulcan carbon (20% TFE), actlva_qd with
0.5 mg/cm_ gold, on gold grid support - frontal
structure i
D - 4.5 mg/cm _ Vulcan carbon (20% TFE), activated with
0.5 mg/cm2 gold on gold grid support - recessed
- structure
-lO3-
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I TABLB XLIV. COMPARISON OF ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION PERFORMANCE FOR
, THE Cr+9"/Cr+s COUPLE (DISCHARGING IN DISCHARGED STATE__
I Red/Ox ratio = I/4; Anodic performance
i
: Total' Co_,c.. IM " Te_. _7oc
_reent PolarizatiOn (mV)
Denslt]_
C_I:'] A_ .,B d v
I 126 I18 58 111
3 ' 146 ,, 208 ,88 144
6 161 243 102 175
i;_ _ 181. 347 115, 296
_ Zb 190 5.5_9 1.34 359
50 " 190 657 469 SOS
1oo 1313 539 $77
2dd
4od
cone.
Current Polarizatlon(mY)
Densit_
(mA/cm') A B C D
1 27 28 3S 375
$ 53 77 46 444
6 , 137 105 1S2" 502
i2 161 162 324 540
25 17k 2S4 540 652
,SO I_2 606' 603 867
100 723 672 928
46o
*Con£igurations: A - Au Screen - Frontal Structure
B - $ mg/cm z Vulcan Carbon (20_ TFE) on gold plated
tantaium screen - recessed structure
C - 4.5 mg/cm 2 Vulcan carbon (20_ TFE)p activated with
0.5 mg Au on gold plated tantalum screen, £rontal
structure
D - 4.5 mg/cm2 Vulcan carbon (20_ TFE), activated with
O.S mg Au,_on gold plated "tantalumscreen - recessed
structure
-I04-
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TABLE XLV.COMPARISON OF ELECTRODECONI_IGI_ATIONPERItORMANCBFOR
THE C_+a/Cr +s CO_, LE (CHARGINGIN DISCHARGEDSTATE)
Red/Ox ratio = 1/4; Cathodic performance
_oral CGnc, 1M ....Temp. 27Oc
Current Polarization (mV)
(_IcM_) A- c' O
1 141 78 93 9S
207 141. 19_ I_
0 1_2o S16 548 S79
1_ 1074 i226 944 1008
ZS i_b4 1520 _67 I16_
.50 ' _!27 !420 1290 1211
IUU 1210 1S57 1340
too'
_bo
Total :one. *_, Tdmp, 50°C
Current Pola_izltlon (mY)
Oenslt_
(_Vc=')A B c o
1 38 167 6 162
3 84 204 174 !1174
6 123 479 236 1443
12 743 746 671 2010
25 1075 13?4 1082 L2039
$0 1045 1431 1129 2127
100 1217i
20q
400
*Con£1guratlons: A - Au Screen - Frontal Structure
B - S mg/cm 2 Vulcan Carbon (20_ TFE) on gold plated
tantaltan screen - recessed structure
C - 4.S mg/cm _ Vulcan carbon (20_ TFE), activated with
0.5 mg Au on gold plated tantalum screen, £rontal
structure
D - 4.5 mg/cm2 Vulcan carbon (20_ TFE), activated with
O.S mg Au, on gold plated tantalum screen - recessed
structure
-lOS-
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T^BL_ XLVI.
EXAMPLESOF iR CONTRIBUTIONOF ELECTROLYTE
GAP IN RECESSED ELECTRODESTRUCTURES
Red/Ox Total Conc. Temp. _ IR 0 lOOmA/cm:
Ratlo (") (°c) (my)
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APPENDIX I
.St°ichi.°setzT, ,o,f the Sr,om,ine Redox Couple ..
In calculating the number of moles of Br-2. (_4Br2) and of NaBr (MNaBr)
to simulate a particul___tate of the Sr._/Br" redox couple, two parameters
are fixed: the total number of atom weights of Bromine in the system,. (St) T.
and. the theoretical degree of discharge. 0. The theo_l degree of
discharge can be defined by writing equation:
3
12"--_0Br_ +,Oe-  _0Br- (I)
When the system-ls totally charged, O = O; when the system is totally
discharged, e = 1. The condition o_ totally charged system and the manner
of writing equation (I) imply that _ Br2 is allowed to £o_n. This is
equlvalent to saying that any Br 2 £ormed will react with excess Br" to
form Br] and that an addltional-r_tlon of the form:
2Br] + 2e"  5Br2 (2)
is not allowed. Under these conditions_ the vapor pressure of bromine will
be--l_west.
According to equation (I) the total bromine per Faraday of charge is
given by:
(Br) T = 3 1 - 6 + 5_8 = 3- (5)2 2 2
So number of moles of bromJ_or a give_ degree o( discharge and
total bromine:
MBr; - MBr2 = _-_ (Br) T (4)
2 (1 _ B) CBrT)Br 2 (atom equiv.) = _
(i.e. only 66.66_ of total bromine atoms can be charged according to
equation (I).)
A-I-I
R_
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Similarly, the number "._ moles of fre.__eBr" is given by:
MBr-= e Cnr)T CS)
The ratio of reduced to oxidized-_pecies defined as Red - MBr- is related
Ox MBr.._t_ the degree, o£" discharge by:
: _ Red 3
0-_-" _" 3 (6)
!
The number of moles of Br2 and o£.NaBr reo_uired to prepare a solution with
._: a fixed total number of bromine .atoms, and simulating a degree of discharge
J O is:
J
• i MBr2 = (Br) T 1 _ 0_ (Ta)
!-t
,_. MNaBr _Br) T 1  20(7b)3
!._ The molar ratio of sodium bromide to...b_omine needed to simulate a certai.n
!-I
:.-I state o£ discharge is given by:
;_ aBr 3
!i 2 -
!=_ The ratio of reduced to oxidized species is related to the molar ratio
_ of sodium bromide to bromine used to prepare the solut.ion by:
I Red MBr- MN'aBr
, = _= _- 1 (9)
_ O-_ MBr_ MBr2 i
!
} Moles of Br2 and NaBr necessary to prepare a solution with a fixed number I/_,_
• 1
'i, of atom weights of Bromine (Br)T and with a given Red/Ox-ratio is obtaincd
[ as follows: _ '.i
!: From (Ta) and (6):
(Br) T
MBr2 " (10a)3 + Red
Ox
A-I-2
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' From (?b) and (6]:
' MNaBr" (Br)T " + Red ) (lOb)S
,/
'_ Insgead of the molar ratio og reduced to oxidized species. Red as used
i here, one could _e.. _e _&_Io of equlv_1_nt weights _Ox'/
{ Such use Involves substituting by 2(Red_ in equations (6), (9), (.I0).
i!i
/
.t
{
-I
I
_3
A-I-3
., . 'l I " I.. _.', '-
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' i.' APPENDIX IT.-
_.. i,i Concentration V_endence on _xchanle Cuzren t
" !i!
.: _" Under ideal conditions, the exchange current of a one-electron redox
.
": :-I reaction is relat'ed to the concentrations of reduced and oxidized species by:
•_ , io .. ioO(Red)_(Ox)B
":. where _ and B are transfer coegficients. I£ _ = 1 - B = O.Sp £or instancew
i,/ ./i2_ the exchange current o£ the 1:I0 redox ratio, ie(1,10), will be eqtml to
_:!._i that og the 10:1 _atio, to(lO:l), and will be related to the exchange
;::-',. c_rrent for (1:1) ratio_ to(1:1)., by:
0.10.5 x 0.9 0.5
_i':::, ' = 0.6
_:. to(1:10). = io(10:1 ) = 1oC1:1) x O..sO.5 x O-.SO'S i°(1:_)
._i:,_ ,...!;_ Nill be true independent o£ the total concentration_ as long as this
_i.':.i_" remains censtant. I£, on-the other hand, the redox ratio is kept constant,
.i__.!i'.._ and the concentration changes, the exchange current should change proportionally__ .
" _?,...'_
,,..-. tO the total concentration change.
7:
:_:'._ In a set o£ 1:10 to 10:1 redox ratios and 1 to 3Mtotal concentrations_
...-.. as those investigated in thLs work, the exchange current will change most
:; (amder th_ present assumption.) when changing from 1M (10:1), or 1M (1:10)
..... to 3M. (1:1). This maximum change in. exch,_nge current will be given by:
:.:" io(3,1:1) to(10:1 ) x (l's_O'_ x (1"5)0"5= - : _ = S lo.l,lO:l.(j(o.1) _'s x (o.9) °'s
_: I£ we assume, on the other hand, an asymmetrical situation, such as
1Or=
:_ 0.10.3 x 0.9 0.7
-_?/:- io(l:lO ) = io(l:l) x -" 0.9 io(l:l)
. _- 0.5
: 0.90.3 .10"7
io_lO:l't J = iotl:l_ _ , x 0 = 0.4 io(_:l_,. •0.5
. A-II-1
....... '....... °° " 00000002 TSBOc
" _--- --i-- " | t*
t
..... -- .... , ..... , ,,,, ........ __.a!._.'_.."._'!.____...::_L_--.._
F,
I As before, this is Independent of toeal concentration as long as it
'ii remains constant. In the same set o£ concentrations and rattosj as before
t_ the maximumvariation will be obtained when changing from 3M (1:10] to
• _ii 1M (10:1) as follows: _,0.3 0.3 x 2.7 0.7
i io(3,1:tO] = io(1,10:l ) x _ - = 7.2 loci,10.1 )
•" 0.90.3 x o.iO_
|-
• /
t
A-II-2
i
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